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OPENING MESSAGE

CEO MESSAGE

MOTA‑ENGIL:

A NATIONAL AND
SUPPORTIVE CAUSE
GONÇALO MOURA MARTINS
Chief Executive Officer

”

Commemorating the
10 years of our presence
in Mexico, we were
honoured to be visited
by the President of the
Portuguese Republic,
along with the Group’s
Chairman, António Mota,
at the inauguration of
Mota‑Engil Mexico’s new
headquarters.

“
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roud of our history over 71 years, it is the boldness that
characterises us, combined with high technical competence
and sense of commitment to our customers, that has led us
to rising to the confidence of our customers, who trust us.

P

The creation of lasting relationships and partnerships in each market
is why we have achieved sustainable growth.
We work and invest in each market we enter with a long‑term vision,
reinforcing structures and investing in people, empowering them to
pursue international careers in a Group that promotes the merit and
equal opportunities.
That is how we began our adventure in Mexico, from the State of Vera Cruz
and across the concessions sector, now having a diverse and nationwide
performance in a large market, with Mota‑Engil being one of the biggest
construction companies in the country and with Mexico representing, in
2016 and for the first time, the Group’s largest external market in Turnover.
It was in this context that, commemorating the 10 years of our presence in
Mexico, we were honoured to be visited by the President of the Portuguese
Republic, along with the Group’s Chairman, António Mota, at the
inauguration of Mota‑Engil Mexico’s new headquarters.
At the time, hearing the Portuguese President express his support and
recognition for the work done by Mota‑Engil Mexico, which he considered
a "national cause", was not only an honour, but also an encouraging
message with extra motivation to continue carving our path as the largest
Portuguese investor in Mexico and, above all, to continue promoting
partnerships with other Mexican companies, as we have been doing.

Thus, a word of gratitude is fair and widely deserved for the work
carried out by the Region’s Government, and for the work done by all
of the markets’ officers and for the workers who every day commit to
materialising some of the biggest projects that the Group is currently
working on.
CARING FROM THE START
In a moment of great tragedy and emotion for Portugal, motivated by the
enormous scope of the fires that affected the country, all of us at Mota‑Engil
felt that we had to show solidarity for those who lost family members and
loved ones, as well as their homes.
In that moment, we decided to do what we do best: rebuilding houses in
Pedrógão Grande, immediately providing the resources to do so, with the
commitment of giving these people, in a short period of time, a new space
to live in and a new hope that, I am sure, will be increased by the response
that the country will be able to provide, mobilising efforts and resources,
as well as defining a policy to value the country’s interior that enables
bringing life back to the places affected by the fire, creating a new future
in a relevant area of the country.
While it is not a part of Mota‑Engil’s culture to bring attention to its
supportive contributions, I must thank all our colleagues who, at
Mota‑Engil Engenharia e Construção, actively contributed to materialise
the Mission we set out for ourselves of delivering the rebuilt homes
before Christmas.

”

The 30 years of Mota‑Engil’s
presence on the Stock
Exchange proves the
robustness of the Mota‑Engil
Group, its credibility,
for the most demanding
transparency of processes
required (...) and for the sense
of commitment and delivery
toward the shareholders who
invest in Mota‑Engil.

“

The supportive nature that is unchanging in our entrepreneurial culture
was thus again clear and translated into actions, with us being the first
company on the ground promoting the rebuilding of houses destroyed by
the fires in Pedrógão Grande.
30 YEARS ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE
Lastly, a mention to the honour promoted by Euronext, which we thank,
for the 30 years of Mota‑Engil’s presence on the Stock Exchange, now
being, as was mentioned at the ceremony, one of the companies with the
most time in the Portuguese capital market.
This is another milestone in a long history that proves the robustness of
the Mota‑Engil Group, its credibility, for the most demanding transparency
of processes required in an European financial market, and, lastly, for the
sense of commitment and delivery toward the shareholders who invest in
Mota‑Engil, trusting our ability to generate value, to whom we also thank
for the confidence they put in us.
However, and with a culture of work and of focusing on the future,
we are, as shown in this edition, developing new projects and expanding
our activity in 28 countries, to continue following through on a collective
legacy that we have all been building, in a course that should fill
us all with pride.

THIS EDITION
OF SINERGIA
FOCUSES ON:
• 10 years of presence in Mexico;
•H
 onour promoted by
Euronext for the 30 years of
Mota‑Engil’s presence on the
Stock Exchange;
•M
 ota‑Engil shows solidarity
rebuilding houses in Pedrógão
Grande;
•M
 ota‑Engil enters the
environmental sector in Côte
D'Ivoire, expanding the presence
of the Group, in 28 countries.
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INSTITUTIONAL

INSTITUTIONAL

PRESIDENT MARCELO
REBELO DE SOUSA

AT THE INAUGURATION
OF THE HEADQUARTERS
OF MOTA‑ENGIL MEXICO
THE GROWTH OF MOTA‑ENGIL’S ACTIVITY IN MEXICO WAS PRESENTED
THROUGH THE EXHIBITION: "10 AÑOS DE MOTA‑ENGIL EN MÉXICO".
he President of the Portuguese
Republic, Marcelo Rebelo de
Sousa, made an official visit to
Mexico, including in the visit’s Programme
the inauguration of the headquarters
of Mota‑Engil Mexico, a ceremony made
special by the celebration of the 10 years
of the Group’s presence in the country.

T

PRESIDENT MARCELO
REBELO DE SOUSA
During the speech

Thus, with the presence of the Chairman of
the Board of Directors, António Mota, of the
Chairman of Mota‑Engil Latin America, Carlos
Mota Santos, and of the Region’s CEO, João
Pedro Parreira, an exhibition was prepared
to show the company’s evolution in Mexico,
presenting to all who participated in the event
the growth in the activity and the investment
that has been a constant in the company’s path.
While visiting the exhibition "10 años de
Mota‑Engil en México", President Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa had the opportunity to

06

get to know the infrastructure works and
the most relevant projects developed by
Mota Engil in Mexico, a country that will be,
in 2017, and for the first time, the Group’s
largest market outside of Portugal.
Since its arrival in Mexico, one of the
most developed economies in Latin
America, Mota‑Engil has been contributing
to the country’s development with
important infrastructure works, such as
the Libramiento Xalapa, the Guadalajara
Metro, the Cardell‑Poza Rica Motorway,
the Tuxpan‑Tampico Motorway and the
Coatzacoalcos‑Villahermosa concession,
among others.
In addition to the infrastructure area, the
President had the opportunity to get to know
the association that, since 2015, Mota‑Engil
has had with the Mexican Electrician Union
(MEU) to create Generador Fénix, the first

1

private company participating in the
wholesale electricity market in Mexico,
as well as the Costa Canuva tourism
project, located in the Nayarit Riviera
(255 hectares in the Pacific coast, with over
seven kilometres of beach and coast, five
luxury hotels and over 2,500 residential
units, with the first golf course in the
world designed in a partnership between
Greg Norman and Lorena Ochoa, creating
2,000 direct jobs and 4,500 indirect jobs).
António da Mota, Chairman of Mota‑Engil,
pointed out in his speech that he felt very
proud of each one of the construction
company’s projects in Mexico and that
"the Portuguese in the country feel Mexican".
In this way, Mota‑Engil reaffirms its
commitment to Mexico and the Mexicans,
and its long‑term interest in continuing to
strengthen the investment in the country.
During the opening ceremony of the
headquarters of Mota‑Engil Mexico, the
President of the Republic praised it's activity,
the largest Portuguese investor in the country,

highlighting about the company: "We talk of
quality, work, advanced technology, Mexican
and Portuguese labour, cooperating for ten
years", mentioning that "it is the start of a
path" and the opening of "a new cycle, a new
phase, a new challenge, a new goal". "And
for this reason, the President of the Republic
of Portugal is here to say that he supports this
great project, that he is very proud of what
was done and of what is going to be done.
And the President is here with the Minister of
the Economy and with the Secretary of State
of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, and with
the members of parliament from the different
parties, because this is a national cause",
and he added: "This is not the cause of one
Government or of one party, or even of one
President(...) It is a national cause", finishing
the intervention with congratulations on the
event: "Congratulations, Chairman António
Mota, it is an honour for Portugal to have
projects like this".
With the message he brought to Mexico,
of appreciation for the work done, President
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa generated in all who

attended a very motivating common feeling
coming from his word on the recognition of
the work that has been carried out in favour
of Mexico’s development, but also of Portugal,
in a relationship of corporate cooperation
that Mota‑Engil has been prioritising since
its entry in Mexico, ten years ago.

10 YEARS OF THE
GROUP’S PRESENCE
Mexico
Since its arrival in Mexico,Mota‑Engil
has been contributing to the country’s
development with important
infrastructure works, such as the
Libramiento Xalapa, the Guadalajara
Metro, the Cardell‑Poza Rica Motorway,
the Tuxpan‑Tampico Motorway and the
Coatzacoalcos‑Villahermosa concession.
1
Ambassador Alfredo Pérez Bravo, Minister Manuel
Caldeira Cabral, António Mota, President Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa, J osé Miguel Bejos, Carlos Mota
Santos, João Parreira.
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INSTITUTIONAL

INSTITUTIONAL

EURONEXT LISBON
PAYS HOMAGE

TO MOTA‑ENGIL’S 30 YEARS
AS A LISTED COMPANY
THIS EVENT MARKS ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT MOMENTS
IN THE HISTORY OF THE MOTA‑ENGIL GROUP.
The ceremony was
attended by several
members of the Board
of Directors, as well
as several relevant
figures from Mota‑Engil
Group's history.

ota‑Engil celebrated 30 years
of presence in the Portuguese
Stock Exchange, in a
ceremony that took place at Euronext
Lisbon’s headquarters and which was
attended by several members of the
Board of Directors, as well as several
relevant figures from Mota‑Engil
Group’s history.

M

To celebrate the date, the bell was
rung by the Directors and highest
representatives of the Mota family,
António Mota, Maria Manuela Mota,
Maria Teresa Mota and Maria Paula
Mota, who thus initiated the ceremony.
For the CEO of Euronext Lisbon, Paulo
Rodrigues Silva, Mota‑Engil "is an example
of the importance of the capital market
in funding the real economy", currently
being one of the oldest companies in the
Portuguese Stock Exchange.

08

In his speech, the Chairman of the Board
of Directors, António Mota, emphasised
that "this is an important date, and a part
of the company’s knowledge is owed to
its ability to find the necessary capital to
develop it", also noting that the presence
in the Stock Exchange "required a more
professional management and greater
transparency", and finished by saying
that "in these 30 years there were difficult
times, but the good times exceed those
difficult moments".
Referring to one of the most iconic
moments in the Group’s history, the
Chairman recognizes that "the merger
between Mota and Engil would not
have happened if both companies
had not been listed on the Stock
Exchange. Only the combination of
the will of the shareholders with this
fact enabled the merger to be carried
out successfully".

This is an important
date, and a part of the
company's knowledge
is owed to its ability
to find the necessary
capital to develop it.

ANTÓNIO MOTA
The Chairman of the Board of Directors

1

1
Paula Mota, António Mota, Manuela Mota
and Teresa Mota at the traditional ringing
of the bell at Euronext.

2

2
Teresa Mota, António Mota, Manuela Mota
and Paula Mota.
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MOTA‑ENGIL
DISPLAYS GROWTH

OF 15% IN
TURNOVER AND
25% IN EBITDA

OPERATING INCOME IN THE FIRST HALF IN
LINE WITH THE BEST PERFORMANCES AMONG
EUROPEAN DEVELOPERS.

ota‑Engil Group recorded
a growth of 15% in turnover,
which rose to 1,196 million
euros in the first half of 2017.
According to the Consolidated Results
concerning this period, the EBITDA
grew 25% with a 16% margin, in
an economic performance above the
average of the forecasts presented
by the market and in line with the
best performances among European
developers.

M

In the first half of 2017, the Group
managed to increase its order book
by 450 million in comparison with
December 2016, reaching an amount
close to 4.9 billion euros.
In Europe, the turnover was 380 million
euros, with an improvement of the
EBITDA margin, which increased from
10

11% to 16%. The order book in the
construction business in Portugal also
recorded an increase of 130 million
euros in the first half of the year, with
growth being significantly supported
by private clients.
In Africa, the Group grew 4% to
a Turnover of 349 million euros
and an EBITDA of 78 million euros
(22% margin). The order book now
records 2,304 billion euros, driven
by the entry into new markets
such as Tanzania and the Republic
of Guinea.
In Latin America, continuing the
vigorous growth of the past few years,
the Group maintained its growth trend,
reaching a turnover of 469 million
euros (a significant growth of 37%)
and EBITDA of 38 million euros.

In terms of financial performance,
the Group reduced its net debt by
139 million euros, improving the
net debt/EBITDA indicator to 2.7x,
a number that shows a reinforcement
of the balance sheet’s robustness
and its financial sustainability,
in line with the trend defined after
the full materialization of the asset
disposal plan announced in 2016.
Regarding the net profit, the
Mota‑Engil Group presented a value
of 5 million euros, not including
in this value any extraordinary effect,
as it did in the same period of the
previous year, when there was a
positive impact of 77 million euros
from the sale of the logistics (Tertir)
and water (Indaqua) businesses.

INSTITUTIONAL

ANTÓNIO MOTA WINS
WORLD ENGINEERING AWARD
Award promoted by WFEO, which brings together national
engineering organizations from over 90 countries
and represents approximately 20 million engineers.
Following an application presented
by the Portuguese Order of Engineers,
António Mota won the H.J. Sabbagh Award
for Engineering Construction Excellence,
awarded by the World Federation of
Engineering Organisations (WFEO), the
world’s largest federation of engineering
associations.
Founded in 1968, sponsored by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) in
Paris, the World Federation of Engineering
Organisations (WFEO) brings together
national organisations from over 90
countries and represents approximately
20 million engineers. This important
biennial award aims to emphasise the
importance of the role of engineering
in sustainable development.

In this edition, the WFEO Awards
Committee decided to distinguish the
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Mota‑Engil, António Mota, for the
execution of outstanding infrastructure
projects in Africa, with the Nacala
Corridor project being highlighted.
At the ceremony, which took place in
Rome and was attended by the Chairman
of the Portuguese Order of Engineers,
António Mota mentioned that "this award
is, firstly, a recognition of the high quality
of Portuguese engineering, as well as a
recognition of Mota‑Engil’s 71 years of
presence in Africa and of its commitment
to materialising our clients’ goals",
mentioning the Nacala Corridor as an
example of that sense of commitment and
involvement with the community, having

thanked "the engagement of all who
worked on this project, which enabled
Mota‑Engil to increasingly assert itself
as a construction company capable of
carrying out any project, regardless
of its complexity or size".
He finished by saying that "receiving an
award bestowed by fellow engineers is
the recognition that we are on the right
track, building infrastructure relevant to
the sustainable growth of Africa", closing
by stating that the monetary prize of
USD 10,000 will go to social responsibility
projects in Africa.

2

1
Ceremony.

2
1

Nacala Corridor as an example of that sense
of commitment and involvement with
the community.
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EUROPE

PORTUGAL

MOTA‑ENGIL SHOWING
SOLIDARITY

FOR THE TRAGEDY IN
PEDRÓGÃO GRANDE
THE GROUP DECIDED TO SUPPORT THE RECONSTRUCTION OF FIVE HOUSES
IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF PEDRÓGÃO GRANDE.

An effort that united the
Company around this
tragic event, which it
could not ignore, having
been the first company
to act on the ground in
the rebuilding of primary
homes in the municipality.

12

n 2017, Portugal suffered
one of the worst years in its
history concerning the the
burned area, in a tragic event that
scarred the country with its extreme
violence and profound impact on
the population, with its effects centred
on the central region.

I

Seeing the levels of calamity that the
tragedy of the fires reached in Portugal,
in an event that was initially characterised
by its impact in the municipality of
Pedrógão Grande, and which spread
to the neighbouring municipalities,
Mota‑Engil Engenharia immediately joined

the displays of solidarity, coordinating
the evaluation of needs with the local
authority, leading to the identification
of the need to act on the rebuilding
of primary homes of local residents.
This way, the Group decided to support
the reconstruction of five houses in the
municipality of Pedrógão Grande, fully
bearing the cost, which is expected to
totalize 250,000 euros, in an effort that
united the Company around this tragic
event, which it could not ignore, having
been the first company to act on the
ground in the rebuilding of primary
homes in the municipality.

1

DEMONSTRATIONS
OF SOLIDARITY
Mota‑Engil
Mota‑Engil Engenharia immediately
joined the displays of solidarity,
coordinating the evaluation of needs
with the local authority, leading to
the identification of the need to act
on the rebuilding of primary homes
of local residents.

1
2

2

Houses reconstruction
by Mota‑Engil Engenharia.
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EUROPE

3

Recently, and at the time of the conclusion
of the third home under Mota‑Engil’s
purview, the Prime Minister visited the
region, with Deputy Minister Pedro Siza
Vieira and the Minister of Planning and
Infrastructure, Pedro Marques, and it was
possible to give the keys of the houses to
the people who benefited from Mota‑Engil
Engenharia’s intervention, and who
showed their gratitude for the company’s
gesture of solidarity.
The ceremony was attended by the
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
António Mota, who has visited the region
on several occasions to follow the ongoing
works, seeking to have the entirety of
Mota‑Engil Engenharia’s intervention
completed by Christmas.
4

3
The Prime Minister visited the region, with Deputy
Minister Pedro Siza Vieira, the Minister of Planning
and Infrastructure, Pedro Marques and the
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Mota‑Engil,
António Mota.

4
Mota‑Engil Engenharia's intervention.
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The ongoing works, seeking to have the entirety
of Mota‑Engil Engenharia’s intervention completed
by Christmas.

PORTUGAL

MOTA‑ENGIL’S WORK VISITED

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
OF MADEIRA

THE NEW SUPPORT UNIT FOR PHYSICAL DISABILITY WILL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE
INPATIENT CARE TO 51 USERS AND TRAINING TO 90 CHILDREN.

1

The construction work for the Centro
de Apoio à Deficiência Motora (Physical
Disability Support Centre), in Santa
Luzia, Funchal, under the purview of
Mota‑Engil, was visited by the President
of the Regional Government of Madeira,
Miguel Albuquerque.
The work, valued at 6,950,000 euros,
consists of the construction
of a building with four floors above
ground and one basement, with a total
construction area of about 9,900 m²,
comprising multiple services,
with capacity for over 120 users,

and capable of admitting 51 patients
into inpatient care.
In his visit, the President of the Regional
Government of Madeira highlighted
the importance of this investment to
the zone’s residents: "This work seeks
to address some of the needs in the
integration and teaching of children
and adults with physical disabilities in
the region", he said. In addition to the
inclusion of a playful and educational
component, a "model apartment for daily
life training" will also be created, where
the users will receive training and practice

their self‑sufficiency. Automotive access
will be ensured to all floors, except for the
top floor, which will be accessible by stairs
or by lift. Pedestrian access to all areas will
be ensured using external ramps.
The work is expected to be completed
in September 2018, with full operation
expected for the following month.

1
The work was visited by the President
of the Regional Government of Madeira.
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EUROPE

PORTUGAL

EXPANSION
OF FARO AIRPORT

COMPLETED

MOTA‑ENGIL’S CONSTRUCTION WAS INAUGURATED, WITH THE PRESENCE
OF THE PRIME MINISTER, ANTÓNIO COSTA.

With this expansion,
Faro Airport increases
the terminal’s boarding
and disembarking
capacity from 2,400
to 3,000 people per hour.

ota‑Engil has completed the
project of Expansion and
Rehabilitation of Faro Airport’s
Terminal and the opening ceremony was
attended by the Prime Minister, António
Costa, and by the Minister for Planning
and Infrastructure, Pedro Marques.
Gonçalo Moura Martins, CEO of Mota‑Engil
Group, Martinho de Oliveira, CEO of
Mota‑Engil Europe and Horácio Sá, CEO
of Mota‑Engil Engenharia e Construção
also participated, representing Mota‑Engil.

M

After an investment of over 32 million
euros carried out by ANA, the
concessionaire, and according to the
Minister of Planning and Infrastructure
present at the ceremony, the expansion
will enable "a 50% increase in the
next 6-7 years, which could bring
an additional 1 to 1.5 million new
tourists a year".
The project to modernize the terminal
seeks to provide the infrastructure
with the conditions for the significant
growth that has been taking place
16

in air transportation in Portugal, with
a gradual increase in the number
of passengers being registered
at Faro Airport.
Opened since 1965, Faro Airport plays
a key role for the country by serving the
main tourism areas of southern Portugal,
being the national airport with the most
growth in 2016: 18.5%, with over seven
million passengers.
In the first half of the year, it was also
among those with the greatest increase
in traffic, moving around 3.8 million
passengers. With this expansion, Faro
Airport increases the terminal’s boarding
and disembarking capacity from
2,400 to 3,000 people per hour.
Faro International Airport is a flagship
work for Mota‑Engil since, from 1986 to
1989, the company also carried out works
in this infrastructure, which is part of a
vast international portfolio of expansion
and modernization projects in airport
infrastructures.

EXPANSION
OF THE THERMAL PLANTS
In addition to these works to expand and regenerate
Faro Airport, Mota‑Engil Engenharia, through the
Electromechanical Unit, carried out the work to expand
the Thermal Plants in order to reinforce the energy
storage capacity for the terminal’s HVAC.
Given that the need to use the HVAC system
is permanent, and taking into account the varying
electricity rates, ANA Aeroportos manages to
store thermal energy in the ice tanks during the
night — a period when the cost of electricity

is lower — to use during peak times, when the cost
of electricity is higher.
This expansion project for the Thermal Plants included the
installation of two chillers, enabling the loading operation
of ice accumulation tanks, and of pumping systems, piping
and water treatment systems. All associated electrical
wiring, including the electrical panels and the centralized
technical management system associated with the
expansion, were also part of the project, which took place
over 250 days and amounted to approximately € 1,150,000.
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EUROPE

PORTUGAL

MOTA‑ENGIL BACK

TO MONDEGO RIVER
AFTER, 40 YEARS AGO, HAVING BEEN RESPONSIBLE BY THE
PROJECT MONDEGO RIVERBED LEVELLING, THE COMPANY IS PROUD
TO CARRY OUT THIS IMPORTANT WORK IN THE REGION.

he ceremony for the Award of the
Mondego River Silt Removal
Project took place on 11 August
and was attended by the Prime Minister,
António Costa, by the Minister for the
Environment, João Matos Fernandes, and
by the Mayor of Coimbra, Manuel Machado.
Mota‑Engil was represented by the CEO of
Mota‑Engil Group, Gonçalo Moura Martins
and by the Director of Mota‑Engil Engenharia
e Construção, Miguel Corte‑Real Magalhães.

T

The project, amounting to four million
euros, was taken on by the municipality
18

of Coimbra in collaboration with the
Portuguese Environment Agency (Agência
Portuguesa do Ambiente – APA), which
finances 85% of it with funds from the
Operational Sustainability and Efficiency
in the Use of Resources Programme
(Programa Operacional Sustentabilidade e
Eficiência no Uso de Recursos – POSEUR).
The purpose of this work is to restore the
riverbed to levels close to those of 1985
(32‑years ago), when Coimbra’s Dam‑Bridge
was built, and where the ceremony took
place. To prevent the occurrence of flooding

in the urban environment, it's expected
that 700,000 m³ of sediment are removed,
across a length of 3.5 km.
It should be noted that this is a project
with special significance to Mota‑Engil
since the company was responsible for
the project of Mondego Riverbed Levelling
started in 1977, and which is considered
one of the most relevant works of the
20th century, in Portugal. At the time, the
main purpose of the project was redefining
the river’s horizontal and vertical profiles,
in a length of approximately 40 km

1

between Coimbra and Figueira da Foz,
to regularize Mondego River’s higher
and lower water flows, enabling an
improvement in the agricultural conditions
in the neighbouring areas.
At the ceremony, the Minister for the
Environment stated that "these works are
of great importance because, in addition
to improving the lagoon areas, all of the
aggregate will reinforce the dune system".
For the Mayor of Coimbra, Manuel
Machado, the question is "the
environmental aspect, destined

to maintaining the sustainability of a
resource as crucial to Coimbra as the
Mondego River, the safety and protection
of people and goods at the heart of the
city, the municipality and the region, and
the urban aspect, promoting Coimbra’s
connection to its river, fostering a daily
city living that is closer to Mondego, easier
and with greater quality and comfort".
These works to remove silt from
Mondego River are one of the five
scheduled interventions for the river,
which in total amount to an investment
of 19 million euros.

This is a project with
special significance to
Mota‑Engil since the
company was responsible
for the project of
Mondego Riverbed
Levelling started in 1977,
and which is considered
one of the most relevant
works of the 20th century,
in Portugal.

1
The dredger Maria Amália Mota travelled
the Mondego once again, 35 years later.

PORTUGAL

MOTA‑ENGIL TRABALHOS PORTUÁRIOS
CONCLUDES DREDGING
OF MIRA RIVER
Finished the works to reinforce the dune system.
Mota‑Engil Trabalhos Portuários (port
works) finished the works concerning
the project for the transfer of sediments
of Mira River’s mouth in Vila Nova de
Milfontes, to reinforce the dune system.

the amount of dredging performed,
the works were finished within the
set period of time, thus meeting the
customer’s needs, as well as those
of the general population.

The contract included the dredging of
160,000 m³ of sand and its placement
in the Franquia Beach and in the
Furnas Beach, as well as several
additional works for the improvement
of accessibility at the Franquia Beach.
Despite the significant increase in

The completed works improved not
only the safety and navigability of Mira
River, but also the beach conditions of
Vila Nova de Milfontes, increasing the
available beach area that, prior to the
execution of the work, was undergoing
severe erosion.

MOTA‑ENGIL TRABALHOS
PORTUÁRIOS (PORT WORKS)
Mira River
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MAYOR OF
FIGUEIRA DA FOZ

VISITS WORKSITE IN
FORTE DE BUARCOS
METP CONCLUDED THE WORKS TWO MONTHS
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE.

he Mayor of Figueira da Foz,
accompanied by the owner
of the work, Agência Portuguesa
do Ambiente (Portuguese Environmental
Agency), visited the final phase of
the project for the reinforcement
of the protection in the seafront of Forte
de Buarcos, carried out by Mota‑Engil
Engenharia Trabalhos Portuários.

T

This work sought to minimise the usual
overtopping by increasing the crest level,
in a length of around 390 metres.
With a contractual deadline of five months,
Mota‑Engil’s team worked continuously to
finish the project ahead of time, and for the
coastal road to open in time for the bathing
season, with the works ending two months
ahead of the agreed date.
For the Mayor of Figueira da Foz,
João Ataíde das Neves, "we [the city’s
20

inhabitants] are the main beneficiaries
of this work, and I am here to thank both
the promoters and the constructors. (…)
To thank the efficiency of Mota‑Engil,
who managed to finish the project in
half the time granted by the APA. In fact,
we would have expected to have the
project extended until September, and,
in half the time, here is the result, and
we are pleased, since it is in line with our
interests, which thus benefits us doubly".
Representing Mota‑Engil in this visit,
in addition to the team from MEEC
Trabalhos Portuários, were also Ismael
Gaspar, from the Board of Directors of
Mota‑Engil SGPS, and Miguel Corte-Real
Magalhães, from the Board of Directors
of Mota‑Engil Engenharia e Construção,
who spoke about Mota‑Engil’s effort
and commitment: "the municipality
asked us to complete the project ahead
of schedule, and Mota‑Engil strove

to do so, in order to give back Buarcos
beach to the vacationers during the
bathing season, since it would not
make sense to have people coming here
for their holidays and not being able
to do so in peace and quiet".
The main activities in this project
included the excavation/removal of
sand from the beach in the worksite’s
area of implementation; the supply and
placement of multi‑size rock fill in the
protection core; the supply and placement
of selected rock fill in the 60 to 90 kN
range of the external layer; the execution
of the wall in reinforced concrete at the
crown of the protection reinforcement;
and the replacement of the paving in the
length of the carried out reinforcement.
As the excavation/dredging is done to
a level of 0.00 mZH, the works had to take
the tide into consideration.

1

PROJECT’S
RELEVANT
QUANTITIES
SIDEWALK AND BIKE PATH:

521 m

EXCAVATION/DREDGING:

46,383.67 m3
ROCK FILLS:

31,456.80 ton
REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL:

390 m

MILLING AND REPAVING:

2,800 m2

1
Figueira from the Sky

The Mayor, João Ataíde das Neves,
was accompanied by Ismael Gaspar
and Miguel Corte-Real Magalhães.
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MECE CELEBRATES A NEW CONTRACT
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF S7 SECTION
The Project consists on the execution of one of the last sections
on the road between Warsaw and Krakow.
In the Mazowieckie Voivodship Office, and
in the presence of the infrastructure minister
Andrzej Adamczyk and the deputy governor
of Mazowieckie, Artur Stanowicz, three
contracts were signed for road investments
in the region that include the project and
construction of the south exit of Warsaw
express road S7 from the junction Airport

of the South bypass of Warsaw, to the ring
road of Grójec. One of the sections, task C,
junction Tarczyn North to the beginning
of Grójec ring road, will be carried out
by Mota‑Engil Central Europe (MECE).
The construction of the southern part
of the S7 route from Warsaw to Grójec

is one of the key investments for the
capital's transportation system, which
significantly facilitates access to the
southern suburbs and Mazovia regions
(Piaseczno and Radom). It is also one
of the last missing sections of the
express connection between Warsaw
and Krakow.

POLAND

MECE, CONTRACTOR
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
ROAD INVESTMENT IN THE
LUBUSKIE REGION
This will be the largest investment next to Odra River
after the war in the region of Lubuskie.
Mota‑Engil Central Europe (MECE) will
execute the works that include the
construction of a bridge over the Odra
river along with the construction of a new
route of the 282 "G" voivodeship road,
on the section from Łaz (with the passage
of Łaz, Zabór, Milsko, Przewóz) to Bojadła.
The project represents the biggest
investment on the Odra river after the
war in the Lubuskie region. Thanks to
it, the journey from Slawa an Wschowa
to roads 12 an 32, will shorten by about
40 to 50 minutes. The ferry crossing used

until now will be replaced by a modern
and safe bridge. The investment related
to the construction of the crossing of the
Oder River also assumes a change in the
route 282, which connects the S3 crossing.
"We want to connect the region. This
is one of our most important priorities
for many years implemented with high
efficiency. The fact that we sign a contract
with a good and solid contractor and the
guarantee that we have money for this are
great news for the people of the region"
explained Marshal Elżbieta Anna Polak.
"For us, it is not a very big task, but it is

a very interesting object. Technically, this
is the most interesting object in Poland",
explained Michał Piąstka, director of
production of Mota‑Engil Central Europe.
As pointed by Paweł Tonder, the director
of the Voivodeship Roads Management,
the investment is one of the biggest
transport challenges in the region:
"We haven’t built such a large object until
now. The company will implement this
project in a design‑build system. I think
that in March 2021 we will have a new
bridge on the Odra river".
SINERGIA 52 DECEMBER 2017
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WORKCAMP ŁÓDZ PROJECT
2017 COMPLETED
"We support locally" initiative has over 20 volunteers.

On Monday, August 28, after a few weeks
of hard work, the volunteers who worked
on the renovation of the Children's Home
No.11 in Łódź (Workcamp Łódź 2017) met
with the residents of the renovated house,
the city authorities and sponsors.
During three weeks at Wólczańska 251, the
renovation works took place. "We polished
and painted the walls with the colors
chosen by children. We exchanged all the
floor panels and placed the wall and floor
tiles in the living room", explains Mateusz
Dankowski, project coordinator, graduate
of the Technical University of Łódź.

Among the volunteers of the
iniciative "We support locally"
(#WspieramWorkcampLodz), there were
also employees of Mota‑Engil Central
Europe: "One of the biggest obstacles was
the small size of the rooms – consequently
the furniture had to be moved constantly
from one place to another. The challenge
was a kitchen combined with the living
room: laying tiles on the floor, wall,
grouting, painting while maintaining
the dining function for the whole team",
says Karina Figlus, construction engineer
in Mota‑Engil Central Europe S.A. "The
rooms have become fresh and bright with

new furniture. We, volunteers, are really
proud of our work and the final result.
Nevertheless, we are not resting and
we are already thinking about starting
preparations for next year edition",
says Karina.
The project and activities of more
than 20 volunteers within the "We
support locally" program were once
again supported by Mota‑Engil Central
Europe, which currently builds two
housing projects in Łódź: Ilumino at
Kilińskiego street and housing estate
at Wodna 23.

PORTUGAL

SUMA CHOSEN
AS TRUSTED BRAND 2017
SUMA placed first in the order of "Waste management
companies" as trusted brand 2017.
Promoted by Reader’s Digest since 2001,
the Trusted Brands process evaluates
the level of trust that consumers place
in brands from 40 areas of activity, using
a qualitative methodology questionnaire
with open‑ended questions that is
given to a significant sample of the
Portuguese population.
In 2009, the survey was extended to the
environmental area, which presently
includes ten categories.
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The 2017 vote ranked SUMA in first
place in the (Waste management
companies) category, with 24% of the
votes, recognising SUMA’s commitment
and its role regarding the maintenance
of the population’s quality of life in the
area of waste.
By being one of the winners in Trusted
Brands – Environment 2017, SUMA
joins companies such as EDP, Philips,
Continente and Toyota, perceived by the

MANUEL COSTA
SUMA's Director
public as reliable, effective and conveying
safety, and being its preferred brands.
At the ceremony, SUMA was represented
by Manuel Costa, one of its directors,
who received the award.

PORTUGAL

SUMA RAISES AWARENESS

TOWARDS NEW SELECTIVE
COLLECTION SYSTEM IN
7 MUNICIPALITIES
ACTION WILL TAKE PLACE IN GREATER PORTO.

SUMA will be the company responsible
for the design and development of the
communication and awareness campaign
for the multi-material and bio-waste
door-to-door separation, in the area
serviced by LIPOR.
This action, target of international
tendering, which will take place over a
period of two years, will provide support
to the implementation of selective
door-to-door collection circuits in speci c
areas of the seven covered municipalities
(Espinho, Gondomar, Matosinhos, Porto,
P voa do Varzim, Valongo and Vila do
Conde) and will take place in parallel with
the delivery of containerisation equipment
for dedicated collection of the several types
of waste (paper/cardboard, plastic/metal,
glass, bio-waste and unsorted) in around
25 thousand identi ed units mostly
residential, but also non-residential.
Developed to respond to the challenge of
creating a campaign with a social aspect,
common in each municipality, which
introduces and calls to proper separation,
as well as to its intrinsic bene ts, the
campaign is based on a positive approach,

grouping and presenting the individual
(both functional and nancial) and
social advantages of joining this speci c
municipal waste collection system:
proximity, convenience, sustainability
and solidarity.
The development methodology is based
on a phased programme (pre-campaign,
campaign, monitoring, post-campaign),
with direct and/or indirect approach to

the targets, and di erentiated active and
passive strategies, favouring an empathic,
paradoxical and, at the same time,
persuasive communication.
The greater e ciency of this system,
which enables lower frequency of collection
and higher quality of the ows, makes
this campaign an important investment
to leverage public and private savings
in the management of municipal waste.
SINERGIA 52 DECEMBER 2017
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SUMA AND MAMF

IN ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS ACTION
SUMA CHALLENGED KIDS TO SET THEIR IMAGINATION FREE IN THE
COMMUNICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES.

UMA and the Manuel António
da Mota Foundation (MAMF)
joined to promote the "Heroes
of the Environment" initiative, a contest
that challenged employees’ children to
create a drawing about the environment.

time well spent and, for that reason,
MAMF decided to join this initiative and
encourage our employees to spend time
with their children, while we promote
this important environmental awareness
action for children".

Paula Correia, who is in charge of SUMA’s
initiative, explains that "the goal of this
campaign is to raise awareness toward
the existence of animals in the city, a
metaphor found to promote conversation
about uncivilised behaviours in public
spaces and in cities. Thus, we created a
time for family interaction and qualitative
time for learning, because it is important
for these behaviours to not be limited
to adults and become family routines".

At just eight years of age, Rodrigo Dias
was the initiative’s big winner, and
claimed having been inspired by the
"mistakes of people who throw rubbish
on the street" and by SUMA’s educational
lessons. "SUMA taught me many things:
that we should not dirty the city, that we
should recycle, that we should not throw
rubbish on the ground and that we should
place it in the recycling bank", mentioned
the young man.

Inês Mota, Manuel António da Mota
Foundation’s director, recalls that
"moments spent as a family are always

As a reward, Rodrigo received a visit
from the mobile unit Zoourbanidade
at his school, in Santa Iria da Azóia,

S
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which provided a different morning
to dozens of students in primary
education, with several games, stories
and didactic activities.
The teacher‑coordinator of Escola
Básica do Alto da Eira (Alto da Beira
Primary School), Fátima Pinto, considers
this initiative to be "amazing since it
contributes to children being aware
of this civic responsibility toward our
environment from an early age, and
it is wonderful to see them cooperate
and incentivise their parents to sort
the rubbish at home".
Manuel António da Mota Foundation
will continue to promote the relationship
with the employees of all of Mota‑Engil
Group companies, and SUMA promises
to continue going to the country’s schools
to convey good principles.

Moments spent as a family
are always time well
spent and, for that reason,
MAMF decided to join this
initiative and encourage our
employees to spend time
with their children, while
we promote this important
environmental awareness
action for children.

INÊS MOTA
Manuel António da Mota
Foundation’s director
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ALGAR IN PARTNERSHIP

WITH DOCAPESCA

TO FIGHT THE THREATS TO THE PRESERVATION OF MARINE RESOURCES
AND ECOSYSTEMS.

This project unites
fishermen and ports,
aiming to improve the
environmental conditions
of our coastline.
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Algar, EGF’s concessionaire for the region
of Algarve, is a partner of Docapesca
Portos e Lotas, S.A. in the project "Fishing
for a sea without trash", whose goal is
to fight one of the main threats to the
preservation of marine resources and
ecosystems: marine litter.

in boats, is sent to shore by the fishermen,
who put them in Algar’s containers.
Afterwards, Fagar (Faro, gestão de águas
e resíduos) separately transports all waste
(recyclable and non‑recyclable) from the
Culatra Island to Algar’s facilities, where
it is properly handled.

This project unites fishermen and ports,
aiming to improve the environmental
conditions of our coastline. Algar is a
partner of the initiative in the region of
Algarve, providing 120-litre containers
to the Culatra Island fishing group, for the
disposal of recyclable waste collected at
sea by the fishers (plastic cups and bags,
beverage containers, cans and styrofoam).
This waste, collected at sea or produced

The initiative is part of one of Portugal’s
voluntary commitments, taken on by the
Ministry of the Sea, within the context of
the 14-Oceans Sustainable Development,
which aims to improve the waste
management aboard fishing vessels,
to raise awareness and support fishermen
in the adoption of good environmental
practices in the Portuguese coastline,
to preserve marine ecosystems, and

to promote the collection of waste
generated aboard and captured in
fishing and, finally, to provide suitable
infrastructure for its reception.
In addition to Docapesca, Algar and Fagar,
the remaining stakeholders in this process
are the municipal council of Faro, the
Associação Moradores da Culatra (Culatra
Residents Association) and the Associação
Portuguesa de Lixo Marinho (Portuguese
Marine Litter Association).

1
The Ministry of the Sea, Ana Paula Vitorino,
was present at the ceremony.

PORTUGAL

ALGAR BUILDS NEW CELL
IN THE EASTERN ALGARVE
LANDFILL
This new cell is being built with the best environmental
preservation techniques.
THIRD CELL OF THE EASTERN
LANDFILL
Cortelha, Loulé

Algar has ongoing works to build the
third cell of the eastern landfill, located
in Cortelha, Loulé, serving the people
of this municipality, along with those of
Faro, Olhão, São Brás de Alportel, Tavira,
Vila Real de Santo António, Castro Marim
and Alcoutim.

The new cell, which is being built using the
best available techniques of environmental
preservation in order to ensure the sealing
of soils and the protection of aquifers, will
enable receiving around 130,000 tonnes of
waste per year, with 10 years of expected
service life.

optimisation of the project’s operation
and of the environmental preservation.

Its construction was already planned
within the scope of the landfill’s initial
project, seeking to expand the ability to
dispose of unsorted waste collected in
the municipalities of Eastern Algarve.

As a part of the future operation,
biogas drains will be built, enabling
the degassing of the waste mass and its
subsequent capture for the production
of electrical energy, promoting an

The contract, valued at 4 million
euros, is expected to be completed
within 16 months, and the investment
is expected to provide a volume of
1,200,000 m³ for waste disposal.

PORTUGAL

VALORSUL PROMOTES
NEW AGGREGATE
Valorsul is promoting the use of aggregate for road
construction, and, in its launch campaign, is offering, free
of charge, a load of 20 tonnes, with included transportation,
to the first 20 orders.
AGREGATE FOR ROAD
CONSTRUCTION
Valorsul

Valorsul’s aggregate is a product
with CE marking, in accordance with
the European legislation and with
the harmonised European standards.
The material was studied, with excellent
results, and approved by the National
Laboratory of Civil Engineering.
This material is innovative in Portugal,

but is frequently used in some northern
European countries, such as the United
Kingdom, Norway and Germany.
In the field of road paving, this artificial
aggregate – suitable for unbound base
and sub‑base layers – is a solution very
well suited to road construction,
SINERGIA 52 DECEMBER 2017
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Valorsul’s artificial
aggregate comes from
the recovery of waste,
making it fall into the
5% of recycled materials
that all public works
are required to have.

since it has characteristics identical
to those of natural aggregates, making
it a trustworthy alternative that
associates non‑plastic behaviour and
high shear resistance values to good
general resistance. It has a variable
granulometry, and it has been used
before in the sub‑base of roads where
heavy vehicles usually travel, and also
in landscape arrangements in several
municipal works. Its production is in
accordance with the specifications of
NP EN 13242:2002 + A1:2010.
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES
Valorsul’s artificial aggregate comes from
the recovery of waste, making it fall into

the 5% of recycled materials that all public
works are required to have. Additionally,
it is a perfect example of circular economy,
sparing the use of natural aggregates, so
often extracted from quarries and rivers.
For those who are building roads or
paths and need to purchase crushed
stone or tout‑venant (which involves
considerable transportation costs),
this is an opportunity to save money
on the construction work and to spare
the planet’s resources. The ongoing
campaign is limited to a radius of 60km
around the facilities in Vila Franca de
Xira. Furthermore, additional quantities
only pay for the transportation.

PORTUGAL

DOOR‑TO‑DOOR COLLECTION
AT SULDOURO
A response to the challenges introduced by PERSU 2020
regarding the increase of multi‑material recycling.

MUNICIPAL WASTE
TREATMENT
Santa Maria da Feira
and Vila Nova de Gaia

Suldouro, responsible for the
treatment of municipal waste in the
municipalities of Santa Maria da Feira
and Vila Nova de Gaia, began, on
1 July, the expansion of its project for
door‑to‑door collection of recyclable
packaging waste.
Set up to promote an increase in the
quantity and quality of the selective
collection of paper/cardboard,
plastic/metal/beverage packages and
glass, the project’s communication,
awareness‑raising and containerization
actions integrated 1,480 new users,
with the corresponding distribution
of over 4,440 household equipment
of triple‑flow selective disposal.
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Validated and adjusted by weighting the
good results obtained in the framework
of the pilot phase developed in 2016, the
selective door‑to‑door (porta‑a‑porta – PaP)
collection project of Suldouro materialises
a fundamental option defined in its
fundamental plan in response to the
challenges introduced by PERSU 2020
(Strategic Plan for Urban Waste) regarding
the increase of multi‑material recycling.
The PaP project competes for the
achievement of the specific objectives of
the Multi‑municipal System managed by
Suldouro, as well as for the national goals
of the municipal solid waste management
strategy existing within the European
Union waste policy.

PORTUGAL

ENVIRONMENTAL FUND

APPROVES EGF’S APPLICATIONS
TWO INNOVATIVE APPROACHES, BOTH AT THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND CREATIVE
LEVELS, TO MOTIVATE THE ACT OF SEPARATING AND RECYCLING WASTE.

The companies of the EGF Group submitted
two applications for the Environmental
Fund, grouped into a consortium and
led by Valorsul and by Resiestrela, with
the Recycle Bin‑Go – Mobile Application
and the Ações de Educação Ambiental
(Environmental Education Actions)
projects. Both projects were approved
by the Ministry of the Environment and
will be financed and carried out in 2017,
with a total investment of €192,000.
These initiatives are innovative in
how they approach the citizen, both
in the technological development and
in the creative dimension, and both focus
on a change of paradigm that confers more
relevance and evidence to specific benefits
that both the individual and society obtain
by sorting and recycling their waste.
RECYCLE BIN‑GO – MOBILE APPLICATION
The app called "Recycle Bin‑Go" is a
project tendered by Valorsul (leader of the
partnership), Amarsul and Valorlis, and
will serve as an interactive game in which
the citizens (and their respective sphere
of influence – family, friends from social

networks, work colleagues) are invited
to participate. This participation implies
going to the recycling bank, adopting
proper behaviours in the separation of
recyclable waste and sharing information
on their network of influence. Each of these
behaviours and tasks carried out in the app
will have a correspondence in real life, with
the assignment of points. The more times
the user goes to the recycling bank, the
more points will be earned, and each time
the citizen shares his/her good behaviour or
educational content, he/she also wins points.

of information transfer as a framework
to support the action.

This project combines the gaming
component with the reality of recycling,
and rewards citizens for good behaviour.

Each awareness raising action will last for
35 minutes, including a film, a game about
the topic, and the delivery of teaching
materials that enable consolidating the
knowledge obtained and serve as
a vehicle to communicate information.
The immersive mobile cinema is
an innovative learning concept that
stimulates and encourages students
regarding the topics of sustainable
production and consumption, and it is
a privileged way to capture the attention
of youngsters and convey the information
in a creative and innovative way.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION ACTIONS
ON TRAVELLING PLANETARIUMS
Resiestrela (leader of the partnership),
Algar, Ersuc, Resulima, Suldouro, Valnor
and Valorminho are the companies that
make up the partnership that submitted
the Environmental Education Actions
project, dedicated to the topic of
municipal waste, and will leverage
innovative technological methods

For its materialisation, three films will be
created and produced, designed especially
with content suitable for three different
target audiences: kindergarten/primary
school; fifth to ninth grade; high school/
adults. The films will be presented in 360°
full dome, an innovative way to project that
incorporates real and three‑dimensional
images, projected on an inflatable dome,
using travelling planetariums.
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VALORLIS SUPPORTS
THE ARTIST BORDALO II
The artist reuses materials and creates works of art using
rubbish as the raw material.

LEIRIA, WALLS WITH
HISTORY: PUBLIC ART
Valorlis EcoEvent
in Leiria

With the support of Valorlis and in the context
of the "Leiria, paredes com história: ARTE
PÚBLICA" (Leiria, walls with history: PUBLIC
ART) event, the artist Bordalo II, famous for
reusing materials and creating urban works
of art using rubbish as a raw material, was
in Leiria on 28 and 29 September.
For the creative approach and contemporary
language that characterise him, Bordalo II
is, presently, an artist with international
relevance, taking the message of the importance
of environmental sustainability across
borders. In the wall supported by Valorlis,
damaged recycling banks, various plastics
and metals were used to create a heron with
three chicks, a unique and surprising urban

work of art that can be visited while walking
along the banks of the Lis River.
"Leiria, paredes com história: ARTE
PÚBLICA" (Leiria, walls with history:
PUBLIC ART) is a Valorlis EcoEvent, and
is committed to reducing the environmental
impact and to promoting the proper
management of the waste resulting from
the different stages of the event, through the
implementation of specific measures, such
as environmental awareness‑raising actions
with all participants, optimising the material
resources used, considering their potential for
reuse and/or recycling, and the placement of
small recycling banks at the locations of the
artistic interventions and exhibition spaces.

PORTUGAL

MANVIA WINS ENVIRONMENT
CONTRACT IN AUTOEUROPA
Volkswagen Autoeuropa is an example of thoroughness
and competence at the European level.
In May, Manvia began the provision of
Operation and Maintenance services in
the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
of Volkswagen Autoeuropa, in Palmela.
The contract lasts for three years and
includes Manvia’s presence in the facilities
for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Volkswagen Autoeuropa’s WWTP treats the
wastewater coming from the manufacturing
processes and is composed of three
treatment lines: the line of effluents from
38

the painting process, the hydrocarbons line
and the general industrial effluent line. The
processed effluent will be reused internally,
after being the target of treatment by
electrocoagulation, electroperoxicoagulation
and reverse osmosis.
Volkswagen Autoeuropa is an example
of thoroughness and competence at the
European level, and the choice to use
Manvia’s services reinforces the company’s
strong positioning in the market.

VOLKSWAGEN AUTOEUROPA
Wastewater Treatment
Plant, Palmela

PORTUGAL

MANVIA RETURNS WATER VOLCANOES
TO PARQUE DAS NAÇÕES
Structures were an Innovation in EXPO’98,
held in Portugal.

WATER VOLCANOES
Parque das Nações

Manvia completed the works to repair
and put into operation Parque das
Nações’ water volcanoes. This project
was born from a spontaneous proposal
presented to the Lisbon Municipal
Council by the engineering department
of Manvia’s Environment Division, which
involved several specialities, such as
power engineering, electromechanics,
civil construction and automation.

The works consisted of the development
of a new electrotechnical project, execution
of new electric switchboards, installation
of control instrumentation and new
electromechanical equipment, elimination of
cracks and waterproofing the technical plants.
The facilities were also fitted with a remote
management system, which in the short
term will be extended to the remaining water
elements of the Municipality of Lisbon.

SPAIN

MANVIA SPAIN DEVELOPS
AND MARKETS
INNOVATIVE PRODUCT
First order came from a French entity.
Manvia developed, in its engineering
department, an analyser product in the
SWAS (steam and water analysis system)
area. It’s the only integrator worldwide
that has its own product. These equipment
include a turnkey solution that Manvia
provides to its end clients.
The first consultation that turned into
an awarding contract came from France,
specifically from the customer Actemium
(formerly Cegelec), for a project in Malaysia.
The request, which consists of a total of
13 coolers, has already been delivered with
all the documentation. This contributes to
the growth of the international distribution
channel for marketing, with agreements

and pre‑agreements already present
in 17 countries.
It is also important to emphasise
the competition from an American
manufacturer that dominates the
market for these devices, which shows
the strength of Manvia’s product, that
won the contest nevertheless.

SWAS
Steam and Water Analysis
System

From now on, Manvia has a prominent
position, based on the difference in
the design, production and marketing,
to address an expanding market with
products which include a few features
that technically surpass those existing
inthe sector.
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PORTUGAL

MANVIA PRESENT IN THE DEBATE
ON THE FUTURE
AND INNOVATION IN WATER
"Innovation in the Water Sector: Closing the Gaps, Creating
Opportunities" was the motto of the event.
Manvia sponsored Porto Water Innovation
Week, a renowned international event
taking place in Porto, which gathered over
1,200 participants and 80 speakers from
60 countries, including political leaders,
regulators, industry and agriculture
representatives, researchers, technology
companies, start‑ups and investors,
to discuss the main innovation challenges
in the field of water resources.
The event, under the motto "Innovation in
the Water Sector: Closing the Gaps, Creating
Opportunities", took place between 24 and
30 September and put up for discussion in
the Congress, in Porto’s Customs, the main
issues raised by the ongoing revolution in
the sector. The accompanying exhibition,

with 118 participating companies, is one
of the pillars of the event and a showcase
to promote new technologies, equipment
and technical solutions, with the attendance
of Manvia and Manvia Condutas.
Since the environment and the water
sectors are especially relevant strategic
areas for the development of the business,
and given the fact that Manvia is a
player in the domestic market, "Manvia’s
presence in this international event
is the materialisation of a very strong
commitment to this area, and, as such,
we could not fail to see what was
happening with the new technologies used
all over Europe". For Director Pedro Vieira
Neves, this was a very positive participation

with high visibility, rising his expectations
and confidence for doing new businesses
and establishing new partnerships.
Seeking to share information, and to
strengthen the cooperation among the
various entities, and in a networking
rationale, Manvia Condutas also
participated in the Tech Talks, under the
topic of "The NO‑DIG Revolution. How
new materials and hi‑tech equipment
are revolutionizing the way we renovate
existing water and sewer networks".
The Water Innovation Week is the largest
international event in the sector, and,
in this edition, its 4th, it transformed Porto
into the European Water capital.

PORTUGAL

FERTAGUS STATIONS
WITH MAINTENANCE BY MANVIA
Provision of maintenance for the 14 stations, in a line
length of about 54 km.
In June, Manvia began the provision of
preventive and corrective maintenance,
and technical assistance services, for
the 14 stations operated by Fertagus,
in a line length of about 54 km. The
contract will run for 31 months and
includes a team of multi‑skilled
technicians, an electrical technician
and a HVAC technician.
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These being facilities with significant
daily usage and frequency (Fertagus
is responsible for approximately
70 thousand movements per day), the
challenges that arise go beyond the routine
and make Manvia explore new knowledge
and approaches to the resolution of
problems. Manvia has already provided
the same type of service to Fertagus in the

past, now coming back to ensure a service
with quality, thoroughness and efficiency,
also proposing new technical solutions for
the infrastructure and ensuring customer
satisfaction.

PORTUGAL

WATER SUPPLY INFRASTRUCTURE
MAINTENANCE IN BRAGA
This service reinforces Manvia’s experience in supply systems
in the area of water.

AGERE
Effluents and Waste
Company of Braga

In August, Manvia began the provision
of infrastructure maintenance services
for Braga Municipality’s water supply,
including a WTP (water treatment plant),
27 reservoirs and 18 booster pump plants.
The client is the Water, Effluents
and Waste Company of Braga (AGERE),
responsible for the management
of the municipal public water
supply and sanitation system for
the municipality of Braga.
Manvia will be responsible for
the preventive maintenance and
conservation of the infrastructures in

terms of electrical systems, equipment,
instrumentation, automation and
supervision, among other works.
The supply system, composed of
collection, treatment, adduction and
distribution of water for consumption,
is dimensioned to provide daily around
32,000 m 3 of drinking water to the
municipality of Braga.
This agreement will enable Manvia
to further enrich its experience
in large‑capacity production and
distribution supply systems in the
area of water.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

CEMENT PLANTS CONQUER
NEW EUROPEAN MARKETS
An additional reinforcement in Manvia’s international
expansion strategy.
The Republic of Ireland and Poland join
the portfolio of European countries where
the grinding media classification service
of Manvia’s cement and metalworking
plants is now a reference, recognised
by the clients as a service of quality
and excellence.
In the Republic of Ireland, Manvia
carried out a 270-tonne grinding media
classification service in one of the two
Irish Cement factories, around 50 km

north of the capital, Dublin, belonging
to the CRH Group, an important global
cement player.
Manvia has already worked in several
factories of the CRH Group in other
countries, most notably France
and Belgium.
In Poland, a market which Manvia has
long worked to enter, a service was
awarded at Górka Cement, a Polish

factory, located about 50 km west of
the city of Krakow, where 120 tonnes
of grinding media are expected
to be classified.
As a part of the company’s international
expansion strategy, and entering two
new European markets, Manvia took
another important step towards the
consolidation of this area of the industry
in the group of factories in Europe.
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GLAN AGUA
AND MEIC AWARDED

THE LETTERKENNY
REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY
SCHEME
THE WORKS IN LETTERKENNY AND CREESLOUGH WILL ENSURE
THE SUPPLY OF DRINKING WATER IN THE REGION, PROVIDING ECONOMIC
AND POPULATION GROWTH IN THE FUTURE.

G

lan Agua and MEIC have
recently been awarded the
Letterkenny Regional Water
Supply Scheme, including Creeslough
WTP contract. This contract consists
of the Design, Build and Operation of
a new water treatment plant at Goldrum
serving the Letterkenny region
(9,000 m 3/d), a new water treatment
plant at Creeslough (2,100 m 3/d), new
raw water rising mains, connection
to existing raw water and treated water
mains and other associated works.
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The plants are designed to the highest
standards including coagulation,
flocculation, clarification and filtration
followed by UV disinfection. The plants
have also been designed utilising BIM,
incorporating smart data into the design
to enhance and optimise the design, build
and operation phase. As part of the design,
Glan Agua created full 3D models of plants,
which allowed clash detection simulations
to be analysed and also enhanced the
visual presentation of the project with
walk‑throughs of the plant created.
Glan Agua Ltd continued focus on
developing and incorporating innovative
solutions into design and build solutions,
has ensured that the design for Letterkenny
and Creeslough will provide a modern
and robust treatment plant, and allow
for a cost effective operation and
maintenance phase for our client and
the consumers of the Letterkenny Regional
Water Supply Scheme.
This large‑scale project will safeguard
the drinking water supply for the

existing Letterkenny and environs
population and provide for economic
and population growth into the future.
The works will ensure that both the
Letterkenny Regional and Cresslough
Water Supply Schemes will comply with
EU drinking water directives, as well as
Irish regulations, in an area where there
is strong industrial, agricultural and
tourism activity.
The project also includes the
replacement of 4.5 km of raw water
main from Lough Keel to the new plant
at Goldrum, upgraded pumping stations
at Lough Keel and Lough Greenan,
the construction of 1.5 km of trunk
water main and 1.1 km of distribution
main from Goldrum WTP. Once
completed, these works will lead to the
decommissioning of the old Letterkenny
and Creeslough water treatment plants.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
NEW WATER TREATMENT PLANT
AT GOLDRUM:

9,000 m³/d

NEW WATER TREATMENT PLANT
AT CREESLOUGH:

2,100 m³/d

REPLACEMENT OF WATER PIPES:

4.5 km

CONSTRUCTION OF WATER PIPES:

1.5 km of trunk water
main and 1.1 km
of distribution main
DEADLINE:

2 Years

The design build contract is for a period
of 2 years. Glan Agua Ltd. and MEIC
are looking forward to working on this
project and with all the vested parties.

IRELAND

NEW OPENING
OFFICES IN DUBLIN
Reflection of the expansion in the Irish market with
new facilities in Dublin.
Mota‑Engil and its Irish subsidiaries,
MEIC Ltd and Glan Agua Ltd, expanded
further in the Irish Market with the
opening of new premises in Dublin.
The office will predominantly target the
major infrastructure and building sector
in the Dublin and in the Leinster Region,
and enable targeted expansion in other
growth sectors of the economy.

The office was officially opened on
Friday, 22 September 2017. This opening
was attended by the CEO of Mota‑Engil
Engenharia e Construção, Horácio Sá,
the Portuguese Embassy Representative,
Rogério Lopes, the Deputy Head of
Mission of the Portuguese Embassy,
and many of our clients and other
stakeholders.

NEW OFFICES
Dublin
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MOTA‑ENGIL SUPPORTS

IRISH MOTOR NEURONE
DISEASE ASSOCIATION
THIS YEAR, THE INITIATIVE YIELDED €10,000 TO HELP THOSE
WHO SUFFER FROM NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE.

Glan Agua and MEIC, with the support of
Mota‑Engil, loves to engage with worthy
charities annually. In mid 2017, following
on from the very successful Charity
Cycle Fundraiser in 2016, where over
€ 10,000 where raised for the Jack and Jill
Children’s Foundation, the two companies
decided to, once again, raise funds for
another worthy cause. Every year is
chosen a charity close to all employees
hearts and, this year was no different
with the Irish Motor Neurone Disease
Association (IMNDA) being selected.
The IMNDA is the only organisation of its
kind in Ireland providing care and support
to people with Motor Neurone Disease,
44

their families, friends and carers. Their
website address is http://imnda.ie and
here you will find lots of information on
the great work that they do and the care
and support that they provide to people
and families affected by this debilitating
condition.

dawn with the "sun" rising in the east
at the backs of 9 foolishly eager, excited
participants. At the end of the cycle, just
after 8 pm, all who participated were
delighted to be finished, but also proud
to have completed the long cycle and raise
the much needed funds for the IMNDA.

The cycle took a group of 10 employees,
suppliers, friends and family from City West
in Dublin to a finish in Galway. The cycle
took over 13 hours, due to a number of
technical issues including punchers etc,
and finished up at being 210 km.

Currently, as of the 10th October 2017,
over € 10,000 have been raised for
IMNDA, a reality that has made all the
participants very pleased. Glan Agua,
MEIC, Mota‑Engil and all involved can be
very proud of all the efforts and the money
raised. The IMNDA have issued a letter
also thanking all for the work carried
out for the charity.

The cycle started off at 7am from our
new office in Citywest Dublin just after

IRELAND

GLAN AGUA AND MEIC WON
CONTRACT IN IRELAND
The companies will be responsible for works in the Water pH
Disinfection and Control facilities in Limerick.
DISINFECTION AND
PH CONTROL CONTRACT
Limerick, Ireland

Glan Agua is delighted to announce
that has been awarded with the County
Limerick Disinfection and pH Control
Programme by Irish Water.

automation (MEICA) and civil & structural
works as part of the contract. MEIC will
be acting as designated civil & structural
works contractor on this contract.

The contract involves works on 46 sites
across County Limerick in the development
and upgrade of disinfection and pH control
systems to further enhance the treatment
capability and resilience across these
facilities. contract, at a high level, consists
of the following:

Glan Agua is looking forward to working
with all stakeholders as part of this contract,
mainly the Public/Consumer, Limerick
County Council and Irish Water. The
company has gained extensive experience
on previous disinfection programmes such as,
Waterford, Wicklow, Mayo and Sligo and and
is looking forward to utilising it's experience
for the successful delivery of the Limerick
Disinfection and pH Control Programme.

Glan Agua is responsible for all mechanical,
electrical, instrumentation, control and

IRELAND

IRELAND AND UNITED KINGDOM:
NEW STRATEGIC GOALS
Quality, health and safety in the industry were the central
topics of this meeting.
Glan Agua Ltd and MEIC Ltd held a
workshop with all of the staff, to present
and discuss the strategic plan for the
business and how it is aligned with the
overall Mota‑Engil group’s Strategic Goals
set out in StepUp2020.
With the significant growth achieved
over recent years, Managing Directors
and founding members of Glan Agua and
MEIC, Karl Zimmerer and Tom O’Connor,
respectively, gave a brief overview of the
history of the companies and key success

factors in the growth of the organisation.
The workshop was attended by the CEO
of Mota‑Engil Engenharia e Construção,
Horácio Sá, and the Country Director,
Luís Moreira da Silva, who presented the
overall group strategy and growth plans for
the Irish and UK business. The workshop
focused on the ever‑increasing health
and safety and quality drivers in the
industry, and on cultural changes that are
necessary to stay in line with international
best practices for the HSQE management
of the companies.

WORKSHOP
Strategic plan for the business
and how it is aligned with
the overall Mota‑Engil group’s
Strategic Goals
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RWANDA

PRESIDENT OF RWANDA

LAYS THE FIRST STONE OF
THE AIRPORT OF BUGESERA
PAUL KAGAME AND ANTÓNIO MOTA PRESIDED OVER THE
CEREMONY MARKING THE BEGINNING OF THE WORKS FOR THE NEW
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OF RWANDA.

RWANDA

ota‑Engil will be responsible
for the construction of the
new International Airport of
Bugesera, located in the region of Rilima.
The inauguration ceremony was attended
by the President of Rwanda, Paul Kagame,
by the Minister of Infrastructure, James
Musoni, and by other important members
of the Government of Rwanda. Mota‑Engil
was represented by António Mota,
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Gonçalo Moura Martins, the Group’s CEO,
and Manuel António Mota, CEO of
Mota‑Engil Africa, accompanied by
other representatives of Mota‑Engil
Africa Maciej Michalek represented
the concessionaire BAC (Bugesera
Airport Company).

M
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This is a project with considerable
impact on the economic strategy outlined
for the development of multiple sectors
of the country, including tourism, trade,
aviation and others, since it will enable
attracting new investments. In his
speech during the event, the President
of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, reinforced the
importance of this project, not only in
terms of the local impact for the country,
but also because it will strengthen the
economic integration in the EAC (East
African Community) region, and will
boost the growth of the intra‑African
trade, which is currently around 15%.
The new international airport of
Rwanda will also serve to complement

the growth of the current national
airline, RwandAir.
The project’s investment is approximately
400 million dollars (340 million euros),
with the first phase of the construction
work of the airport expected to last for
around 27 months, with its completion
forecast for September 2019.
The project will include several
innovative features, currently used
in this type of infrastructure, such
as the installation of state‑of‑the‑art
technology for load handling. After
its completion, the airport will have
the capacity to receive around 1.8 million
passengers/year, and, in a first phase,

CONSTRUCTION
OF THE NEW AIRPORT
OF BUGESERA

RWANDA

1

will have 22 check-in counters, six jet
bridges and several shopping areas.
The challenge faced by Mota-Engil Africa
in Rwanda will be ambitious, in order to
ensure that the new International Airport
of Bugesera is built within the expected
deadline and according to the highest
standards of excellence in construction,
providing quality services that can
compete with other major airports
around the world.

1
The ceremony was attended by the President
of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, by Ant nio Mota,
Gon alo Moura Martins, and Manuel Mota
of Mota-Engil.

2

2
President Paul Kagame in the symbolic
groundbreaking act.
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AFRICA

REPUBLIC OF GUINEA

MOTA‑ENGIL AFRICA BEGINS ACTIVITY
IN THE REPUBLIC OF GUINEA
New 5-year mining contract.
Mota‑Engil Africa secured the award
of a 210-million‑dollar contract (around
187 million euros) with Société AngloGold
Ashanti de Guinée SA, a subsidiary
of AngloGold Ashanti Limited.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

USD 210 Million
Mota‑Engil will thus be the sole supplier
of mining services for 56 months in the
Siguiri mine, including equipment and
facilities services.

Budget of Project

56 Months
Deadline

CAMEROON

MOTA‑ENGIL AWARDED
FIRST CONTRACT IN CAMEROON
Project consists of the rehabilitation of a major football stadium
and the construction of a hotel.
Mota‑Engil won its first contract in
Cameroon, which will consist of the
restoration of one of the stadiums
where the 2019 African Cup of Nations
will take place.
The Omnisport Roundé Adja Stadium
is located in Garoua, the capital of the
country’s North province. In order to
create support infrastructures for the
event, this project also includes the

construction of a hotel, with a contract
amounting to 61 million euros. This is
yet another challenge that Mota‑Engil
can meet, since the works are expected
to be finished within the demanding
deadline of 15 months.
By securing this contract in Cameroon,
Mota‑Engil enters another market,
reinforcing the Group’s growth trend
in the African continent.

This project also includes the construction of a hotel,
with a contract amounting to 61 million euros. This is yet
another challenge that Mota‑Engil can meet.
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TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

EUR 61 Million
Budget of Project

15 Months
Deadline

CÔTE D’IVOIRE

MOTA‑ENGIL ENTERS

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
SECTOR IN C TE D IVOIRE
SEVEN-YEAR CONTRACT IN ABIDJAN SERVES
4.6 MILLION PEOPLE.
Mota-Engil secured two new contracts
for a total value of 320 million euros in the
waste sector, in C te d Ivoire, thus opening
another international front for the Group,
which is now present in 28 countries.
After a public international tender
process, and through Mota-Engil Africa,
the Group signed, with the Ministry of
Health, Environment and Sustainable
Development of C te d Ivoire, contracts
concerning two sectors for the urban
cleaning and collection and transport
of municipal solid waste in the city of
Abidjan, for a period of seven years, which
may be extended for an additional period
of three years.

1

The two operations, as a whole,
will involve around 280 vehicles and
2,000 employees, serving approximately
4.6 million inhabitants, with the
expectation of collecting over eight
million tonnes of municipal waste.

Prime Minister, Ant nio Costa,
in a political initiative to promote the
economic relationship between the two
countries, where the signed agreement
emphasised the reinforcement of
this cooperation and the Portuguese
investment in this African country.

The ceremony for the signing of the
agreement took place in Lisbon during
the o cial visit of the President of the
Republic of C te d Ivoire to Portugal, with
attendance, in addition to the Presidents
of both countries, of the Portuguese

With the start of this operation in
C te d Ivoire, Mota-Engil extends to eight
the number of countries in which its
operation in the area of waste collection
and treatment is present, with the Group
now serving 18.5 million inhabitants

in this sector, increasingly achieving
a prominent position and a recognised
expertise in this area of activity,
where the Group has been present
for over 20 years.

1
Ministry Anne DØsirØe and Manuel Mota
in the signing of the agreement.
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ANGOLA

MOTA‑ENGIL TAKES ON
RELEVANT PROJECT

OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
PROJECT TO RESTORE THE FORTRESS OF SÃO FRANCISCO DO PENEDO,
IN LUANDA, CONSIDERED NATIONAL CULTURAL HERITAGE.

1

ANGOLA

n 23 June, the ceremony to
commemorate the Assignment
of Access and Possession Rights
took place on site, with the presence of the
Minister of Culture, Carolina Cerqueira, the
Minister of Former Combatants and

O
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Veterans of the Nation, Cândido Pereira dos
Santos Van Dunem, and other illustrious
members of the Angolan Government, with
representatives from the supervising entity,
DAR Angola, Antoine Abboud and
Ricardo Henriques, the planner from
Tríade, Mário Veloso, the planner from
Saraiva+Associados, Miguel Rocha, as well
as the CEO of Mota‑Engil Angola, Francisco
Franca, accompanied by distinguished
representatives of Mota‑Engil Angola.
The agreement for the assignment of access
and possession rights, signed between the
contractor and the Angolan Government,
for the rehabilitation of the building, located

in the city of Luanda, built in 1795 and
now known as the Military Confinement
House, was signed by the National Director
of Public Buildings and Monuments of
the Ministry of Construction, Filomeno
Saraiva, by the Ministry of Culture, via the
Director of the National Institute of Cultural
Heritage, Maria da Piedade de Jesus, and by
Mota‑Engil Angola, represented by its CEO,
Francisco Franca.

1
The Minister of Culture was accompanied
by Francisco Franca and Soares Monteiro,
representing Mota‑Engil Angola.

At the end of the project, with an expected
duration of 18 months and a contract
value of 37.7 million dollars, the two‑floor
building will have been converted into
a museum. The infrastructure was once
a political prison and, for that reason,
is still an important symbol today.
This space will maintain the building’s
structure, still with traces of the Portuguese
Crown, which, together with new spaces,
will host the head office of the Associação do
Processo 50, an organisation that represents
the political prisoners who triggered, on 4
February 1961, the beginning of the armed
struggle for the national liberation of Angola,
and who were represented at the event by

the member of parliament Diogo Ventura
and by family members of former
political prisoners.
With the start of the restoration work,
everyone can observe the beginning of a
programme based, on the one hand, on the
recovery of the building’s physical heritage
that is, in itself, the fortress, and, on the
other hand, on the recovery of its history
and memory. This way, this building’s
recovery will enable, in the future, the
addition of a museum unit that will greatly
contribute to the knowledge of the main
facts of the national struggles, as well as to
the study and dissemination of the ancient
and contemporary History of Angola.

At the end of the project,
with an expected duration
of 18 months and
a contract value
of 37.7 million dollars,
the two‑floor building
will have been converted
into a museum.

ANGOLA

SAFETY TRAINING
IN WORKS AT HEIGHT
REINFORCES KNOWLEDGE
The training took place in the Maria Amália Mota Centre,
in Petrangol’s shipyard in Luanda.
Mota‑Engil Angola, through the Department
of Safety and Environment, in cooperation
with Human Resources – Training, carried out
a training event on construction safety, under
the topic of Safety in Works at Height, which
took place in the Maria Amália Mota Training
Centre, at Petrangol’s worksite in Luanda.
The training was given by Ulisses Aurélio,
coordinator from Odysecur APSE, where
he teaches rescue with ropes in dangerous
environments, search and rescue in collapsed
structures and shoring.
All Safety Technicians responsible for
safety management in construction work,

industrial and fixed centres participated
in this training event. The event had
a duration of 21 hours and aimed to
empower these employees in rescue
measures in works at height, confined
spaces, and metallic ladders. To that end,
in addition to theoretical training in the
classroom, great importance was given to
practical training. For this purpose, various
scenarios and simulations of emergencies
were created for the Technicians to be able
to practice and to better empower them
for real cases that may arise in Mota‑Engil
Angola’s works. During the training event,
there was a constant concern of showing
employees that all used equipment can be

easily found in a construction worksite.
This training enabled the employees
to see new techniques being applied,
to acquire new knowledge, as well as
to strengthen previously acquired one,
through interaction with the instructor,
clarifying doubts and techniques related
to the use of means and equipment for
works at height. It is also important
to underline that this action contributed
to the reinforcement of the team spirit
of the Department’s employees.
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MOTA‑ENGIL ANGOLA COMPLETES
THE REVITALIZATION

OF LUANDA’S ROADS
PHASE 3
COMPANY CONTINUES THE WORKS CARRIED
OUT IN LUANDA.

Within the programme to revitalize Luanda’s
roads, the Provincial Government signed
a contract with Mota‑Engil Angola for the
execution of the repair and improvement
works of Luanda’s streets layout, following
phases 1 and 2 of the project for the extensive
road network rehabilitation of the province.
With a contract value of USD 76 million,
the works consist of the third phase of the
project for the renovation of the streets
of Luanda, which shall include repair and
replacement of paving, repair of walkways,
painting of kerbs, vertical and horizontal
signalling, placement of manhole covers,
rehabilitation of public lighting, afforestation
and planting of trees and maintenance and
hydraulic cleaning of sewage collectors.
The clearing and cleaning of collectors
at this stage is of great importance, since
it will bring greater quality of life to the city
of Luanda by contributing to the elimination
of most sewage flowing in the open air in
the city. This cleaning of the collectors will
enable sewage to flow within the collector
and not on the roads or pavements.
52

The completion time, the length and
the complexity of the works will require
the involvement of around 350 workers,
working simultaneously in multiple
streets, mostly during the night, in order
to minimize the inconveniences caused
to the city’s daily life, which, on regular
days, has one the highest levels of road
traffic in all of Southern Africa.
Similarly to what was done in the previous
phases of revitalization of the streets
of Luanda, a communication plan will
be developed by Mota‑Engil Angola in
coordination with the city’s authorities,

seeking to clarify and involve the citizens
in the interventions to be carried out,
in order to minimize the negative impacts
resulting from this type of works. This
action stems from the fact that the results
obtained from the use of this strategy
in the previous phases of the project have
been clearly positive.
This third phase will enable optimizing
the city’s urban road traffic, making it
possible to increase the inhabitants’
quality of life and to improve
Luanda’s image.

ANGOLA

TRADITIONAL CELEBRATIONS
AND SETTING OF THE FIRST STONE

"CIDADELA JOVEM DE SUCESSO"
IN MALANJE AND CABINDA
PROJECT SEEKS TO SUPPORT THE TRAINING
OF ANGOLAN YOUTH.

Cidadela Jovem de Sucesso (Successful
Young Citadel) is a space created within
the Government s sta training policies
to ensure employment and meet the
challenges of a country where 70% of
the population is under 25 years of age.
The project includes the partnership
of an Israeli company, Focus Education,
dedicated to vocational training, and
aims to bring together young people
from various social strata for vocational
training in carpentry, computer science,
masonry and agriculture. In addition to
recruiting new trainees, it is expected
that it will also integrate already
graduated young people, mostly in
the eld of construction, in order for
them to, in the future, contribute to
the economic and social development
of Angola. Since its inception, in 2008,
over 200,000 young people have already
been trained.
Currently, there are Citadels of Success in
the provinces of Namibe, Bengo, Moxico
and Luanda, with new spaces being built,

in partnership with Mota-Engil Angola,
in the provinces of Malanje and Cabinda.
This was how Mota-Engil, present in the
province of Cabinda since 1946, and
always respecting the traditions, culture
and beliefs of the local population,
through Mota-Engil Angola s Production
Unit of Cabinda, acted in accordance
with tradition and religious culture of the
populations in the place where the new
Successful Young Citadel will be built.
After the traditional ceremonies, the
religious authorities blessed the work,
expressing their earnest good wishes to

Mota-Engil for the project s construction.
Subsequently, the setting of the rst
stone of the Agricultural Industrial
Training Centre, located in the province
of Malanje and capable of housing
200 young people, took place.
The project, an initiative of the
Ministry of Public Administration,
Labour and Social Security (MinistØrio
da Administra ªo Pœblica, Trabalho
e Seguran a Social MAPTSS), has
an expected duration of eight months
and a contract value of USD 3,695,000
for each of the projects.
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ANGOLA

PAEDIATRIC
HAEMATOLOGY HOSPITAL

OF LUANDA

MOTA‑ENGIL CONTRIBUTING TO THE IMPROVEMENT
OF HEALTH IN ANGOLA.

The project (…) seeks
to increase the coverage
of paediatric services
in the region of Luanda.

ota‑Engil, a company with an
extensive track record in the
construction of hospitals in multiple
countries, signed, with the Ministry of Health
of Angola, the consignment agreement,
and carried out the groundbreaking for the
construction of the Paediatric Haematology
Hospital of Luanda, a a project with
a contractual deadline of 24 months
and with a value of USD 38.5 million.

M

The building, designed to respond to
haematologic diseases, will be composed
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of five floors and built in a plot of
7,000 m2, containing technical areas
and additional administrative areas,
a pharmacy, a laundry, a medical waste
deposit area and a parking lot.
Consisting of four major operating areas, the
first area will be used as a support centre for
children with anaemia, capable of assisting
100 children per day, with 60% of this
capacity being allocated to the emergency
department and 40% to outpatient
consultations.

The second area will be devoted
to paediatric haematology services
working with the National Blood Institute,
and the third area, the Bone Marrow
Transplant Centre, in cooperation with
the Institute for the Fight Against Cancer
and other reference hospital units. The
fourth area of intervention will be related
to epidemiology, prevention, education
and family support, in cooperation
with the National Directorate for
Public Health.

The project, approved by the Presidency
of the Republic, seeks to increase the
coverage of paediatric services in
the region of Luanda, to reduce child
mortality, to ensure effective treatments
and to contribute to the life quality and
expectancy of the population.
Mota‑Engil Angola rejoices for, once
again, being associated with the
modernisation and improvement of the
healthcare infrastructures in Angola.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

USD 38.5 Million
Budget of Project

24 Months
Deadline

ANGOLA

MOTA‑ENGIL ANGOLA COOPERATES
IN THE MONITORING
OF THE WATER QUALITY
The project is part of the company’s Social
Responsibility policy.
The chemistry section of the Central
Laboratory of Mota‑Engil Angola
initiated a water quality monitoring
campaign in the municipality of Icolo
e Bengo, commune of Bom Jesus, in the
province of Bengo. This initiative seeks
to ensure access to clean drinking water
to the communities located near the
Coca‑Cola factory in the commune
of Bom Jesus.
For this project’s development, a set of
public fountains, already in the service
of the population, was identified. The
Central Laboratory of Mota‑Engil Angola,
conscientious of the topic, offered to
cooperate in the biannual monitoring
of the quality of the water in the public
fountains, within the scope of Mota‑Engil
Angola’s Social Responsibility.

Under this initiative, a plan was
drafted, always respecting the
legislation in force and aiming to
protect the consumers’ health.
The chemistry section of the Central
Laboratory began its activity in
September 2016. This section was
developed with the purpose of
overcoming the need identified by
Mota‑Engil Angola (MEA) of addressing
increasingly greater quality demands,
resulting from the country’s progress.

MONITORING
OF THE WATER QUALITY
Mota‑Engil Angola

In this regard, Mota‑Engil Angola places
itself at the forefront in supporting the
local populations, working in conjunction
with public and private entities to ensure
effective monitoring and to instil trust in
the consumers.
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ANGOLA

MOTA‑ENGIL IN THE
CONSTRUCTION

OF THE GENERAL HOSPITAL
OF CABINDA
PROJECT WILL HAVE A DURATION OF 24 MONTHS AND A CONTRACT
VALUE OF 165 MILLION DOLLARS.

The General Hospital
of Cabinda seeks to
become a reference
hospital and contribute
to the improvement
and satisfaction of the
population of Cabinda.
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ith the presence of
distinguished representatives
of the Angolan Government,
the groundbreaking and the signing
of the consignment agreement for the
General Hospital of Cabinda took place.

W

After witnessing the signing of the
consignment agreement between the
representatives from the Ministry
of Health and the construction company,
Mota‑Engil Angola, represented
by its Director, António Graça,

the groundbreaking took place for the
construction of the nine‑floor building,
with an expected duration of 24 months
and a contract value of USD 165.2 million.
The General Hospital of Cabinda shows
a contemporary architectural style, with
its main characteristics being the large
glass façades associated with vertical
protection elements that together provide
the conditions for good ventilation and
natural lighting suited to the region’s
weather conditions.

The hospital, with a total construction
area of 48,575 m 2 was designed, in a
first phase, to accommodate 110 beds
and, in a second phase, 90 beds. This
building, composed of nine floors (eight
above ground and one underground),
will have internal medicine, paediatrics,
surgery, gynaecology and obstetrics
services, an intensive‑care unit, a
casualty department and a morgue,
in an infrastructure designed to meet
the needs of this province’s population,

in order for its inhabitants to benefit from
quality medical care.
The General Hospital of Cabinda seeks
to become a reference hospital, to
gain recognition for excellence in the
quality of its services and to contribute
to the improvement and satisfaction
of the population of Cabinda, while
simultaneously growing as a research
and training centre in its multiple
specialties.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

USD 165.2 Million
Budget of Project

24 Months
Deadline

ANGOLA

MOTA‑ENGIL ANGOLA IN A SEMINAR
ON WATER MONITORING AND QUALITY
The goal is to create regulations to ensure quality, safety
and confidence in the water to distribute to the populations.
Mota‑Engil Angola, through its Central
Laboratory, was invited by the Angolan
Accreditation Institute (Instituto Angolano de
Acreditação – IAAC) to participate as a speaker
in the Seminar on Water Quality – Water
Monitoring and Quality in Angola.
The event took place at EPAL’s Auditorium
in Talatona, happening from a cooperation
between IAAC, the Angolan Standardization
and Quality Institute (Instituto Angolano de
Normalização e Qualidade – IANORQ) and
Luanda Water Utility Company (Empresa
Pública de Águas de Luanda – EPAL),
seeking to create conditions for the
accreditation of water monitoring analysis
laboratories in Angola.
Mota‑Engil Angola was represented by
Maria Dias, the coordinator of the Chemistry
Laboratory and Chairman of the Water
Technical Committee, who spoke in this role.
The event was sponsored by EPAL, with
the seminar’s opening speech being made

by Leonidio de Ceitas, the Chairman of
the company’s Board of Directors. In his
speech, he presented a view of EPAL’s
future objectives, the new projects in the
start‑up phase, such as the work awarded
to Mota‑Engil Angola for BITA Systems,
and the importance of monitoring the
quality of the water distributed to the
populations by these systems.
Maria Dias was the seminar’s first speaker.
In her presentation, she addressed the work
being developed in the Water Technical
Committee. She showed the objectives
proposed for the Committee, the current
development of works in progress,
presented the first projects for Angolan

standards developed by the Technical
Committee, as well as the planning of the
standards proposals that will be submitted
to the IANORQ during 2017 and following
years. These projects will later be submitted
for approval and implementation by the
competent authorities as Angolan standards.
The purpose of the creation of these
standards is the need to create regulations
to ensure quality, safety and confidence
in the water distributed to the populations.
2017 is the African Year of Quality
Infrastructure, in which the IAAC
participates and to whose communication it
remains deeply committed, with Mota‑Engil
Angola as a prominent partner.

2017 is the African Year of Quality Infrastructure, in which
the IAAC participates and to whose communication
it remains deeply committed.
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MOZAMBIQUE

VALE SELECTS MOTA‑ENGIL

FOR 5-YEAR CONTRACT
PROVISION OF MINING SERVICES IN MOZAMBIQUE STRENGTHENS
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP.

ota‑Engil Mozambique was
selected by Vale for the
execution of a 60‑month
contract for works that include the
execution of mining services
encompassing drilling, supply
of explosives, loading and transport
of waste and coal, in the coal extraction
mining project at Vale’s open pit
mine in Moatize, amounting
to USD 445 million.

M

MOZAMBIQUE
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Vale, concessionaire for the mine
in Moatize, is one of the largest mining
companies in the world and the largest
private company of Latin America,
based in Brazil and operating in
the five continents.
The business relationship with
Mota‑Engil began with the contract for
the reconstruction of the Nacala Corridor,
between Mozambique and Malawi, which

Vale, concessionaire for
the mine in Moatize, is
one of the largest mining
companies in the world
and the largest private
company of Latin America.

took place between 2012 and 2014
and was, in the meanwhile, recently
expanded with contracts in Brazil
on infrastructure projects to which
Mota-Engil Group devoted its greatest
e ort so as to continue to deserve the
trust of this important player in the
mining sector at the global level, having
its competence and dedication recognised
again with the granting of a new and
relevant contract in Mozambique.

MOZAMBIQUE

MOTA‑ENGIL AWARDED
THE TEKTÓNIKA 2017 PRIZE
Mota‑Engil has carried out an important work to restore
the roads destroyed by bad weather.

MOTA‑ENGIL AWARDED
Tekt nika Prize
Mozambique
Expoconstru ªo, 2017

TEKT NICA Mozambique is an
organisation of the AIP Foundation,
with institutional support from AICEP
and from the Portugal 2020 programme.
This annual event takes on signi cant
importance in Mozambique s economic
development, seeking to gather skills
and answers to increase the quality
of infrastructure, sustainable and
competitive energy solutions, and
e ective trade relationships that

promote the growth of a market with
a strong potential.
Mota-Engil Africa Mozambique Branch
won the Tekt nica prize in the civil
construction and infrastructure sector,
an award received by the company s
Chairman, An bal Leite, and which
was based on the recognition of the
construction quality of the Platinum
Building, one of the most relevant
buildings in Maputo s main avenue.
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MOZAMBIQUE

NON‑PROFIT
ASSOCIATION: HEALTH4MOZ

HEALTH IN MOZAMBIQUE
THE GOAL IS TO RAISE MEDICAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR THE NAMPULA CENTRAL HOSPITAL.
Health4MOZ is a private non‑profit
association created by a group of
professionals, specifically medical
doctors and other medical professionals,
responding to an appeal for social and
civic responsibility and solidarity towards
others. Its key partners are the Medical
School of the University of Porto, and
the University of Lúrio (UNILÚRIO)
in Nampula – Mozambique.
With the motto of teaching and training in
medicine and in all paramedical areas, its
operating areas consist of cooperating in
the undergraduate teaching of medicine,
nutrition and nursing, seeking the
improvement of medical training and
healthcare technicians in the North of
Mozambique, with Health Centre 25 de
Setembro and Nampula Central Hospital;
promoting scientific exchange through
short‑term internships for Portuguese
professionals in Mozambique and for
Mozambican professionals in Portugal,
creating protocols/scholarships that enable
the optimisation of medical assistance and
nursing in Mozambique, particularly in the
district of Nampula; carrying out, with local
elements, a survey of the general health of
the paediatric population (0–18 years of age)
in the district of Nampula, aiming for an
60

early detection and intervention, to allow for
an improvement in the quality of life and life
expectancy of future generations; socially
intervening in the promotion of health
via partnerships with schools and direct
intervention in the community.
For this purpose, they are assisted by
medical specialists from different areas and
by nurses who, completely voluntarily, carry
out their work in Mozambique.
The Foundation, aware of the importance
of the institution’s mission and in the
context of the gradual expansion of

its intervention to Mozambique and
other countries where Mota‑Engil has
a relevant presence, has been supporting
Health4MOZ in the acquisition of medical
material and equipment to equip the
Nampula Central Hospital, which has
severe gaps in this area. The Foundation
has also been supporting the institution’s
missions on Mozambique.
The Manuel António da Mota Foundation
renewed its support to this Portuguese
NGO because of its relevant work
supporting the improvement of the
health conditions in Mozambique.

MOZAMBIQUE

REHABILITATION

OF CFM S
OLD CANTEEN

MOTA-ENGIL MOZAMBIQUE REHABILITATES CFM S FORMER CANTEEN,
WITH A TOTAL AREA OF 2,843 M2.

Mota-Engil Mozambique developed
the execution of the work for the
rehabilitation and refurbishment of
a building where CFM s old canteen
operated, turning it into an o ce
building to house the Department of
Operations of MPDC Port of Maputo,
and also a commercial bank.
The building will have two oors,
with the central part of the building
in the ground oor, served by two

entrance areas, one of them for MPDC s
Department of Operations, and the other
for the commercial bank, with an access
facing Avenue MÆrtires de Inhaminga.

with a meeting room, and, on the other
side, there will be two information rooms
and an auditorium for around 130 people,
as well as a small kitchen and toilets.

On the upper oor, there will be an
arrival hall served by a waiting room
that works as a foyer, and also by the
canteen, with these two areas being
served by balconies and a terrace, which
sit above the two entrance areas. On this
oor, on one side there will be o ces

In terms of construction areas, the
building will have outer spaces (parking
and gardens) and a total construction
area of 2,843 m 2. The deadline for the
conclusion of the works is 10 months.
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MOZAMBIQUE

CAPITAL BANK BRANCH

FULL STEAM AHEAD

MOTA‑ENGIL IS CURRENTLY WORKING ON THE REFURBISHMENT
OF A NEW BRANCH OF CAPITAL BANK.

Mota‑Engil Mozambique,
through its daily work,
helps to materialise in
the field the expectations
of the companies and
of the financial system,
interested in investing
in the country.
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Having built some of the most
emblematic buildings in Mozambique,
Mota‑Engil is currently working on the
upgrading of the premises to install a
new Capital Bank branch in a two‑floor
building located in Av. das Indústrias
513, Machava, Matola, Mozambique.
The ongoing upgrading has an expected
deadline of 3 months, and includes, in
addition to demolitions and general civil
construction works, electrical installations,

HVAC, hydraulics, telecommunications,
intrusion detection, fire detection, access
control and video surveillance.
Mota‑Engil Mozambique, through its
daily work, helps to materialise in the
field the expectations of the companies
and of the financial system, interested
in investing in the country and in the
promotion of investment, and also,
in in encouraging people to stay
in Mozambique.

MOZAMBIQUE

PORTUGUESE SECRETARY OF STATE
AND CHAIRMAN OF AICEP VISIT
CONSTRUCTION WORK IN NAMPULA
Mota‑Engil was able to show its ongoing projects
in Mozambique.
CONSTRUCTION SITE OF THE
GRAND PLAZA HOTEL
Nampula, Mozambique

On a visit to Mozambique on the occasion
of FACIM, the Secretary of State of
Internationalisation, Eurico Brilhante
Dias, and the Chairman of AICEP, Luís
Castro Henriques, went to the Nampula,
where they went to the construction
site of the Grand Plaza Hotel and of the

Maintenance and Assistance Contract for
the Nacala Corridor, both being carried
out by Mota‑Engil, with the company
having the opportunity to show its
ongoing projects and its unique position
in a market where it has been operating
for over 20 years.

MOZAMBIQUE

MOTA‑ENGIL PRESENT
AT FACIM 2017
The 53rd Edition of the Mozambique
International Fair (Feira Internacional
de Moçambique – FACIM) took place in
the District of Marracuene (RICATHLA),
with Mota‑Engil being present in the

Portuguese Pavilion to, once again,
publicise the services of
Mota‑Engil Africa, with emphasis
on the companies operating
in Mozambique.

FACIM 2017 PRESENCE
Mota‑Engil Mozambique

MOZAMBIQUE

DIRECTORY 2017 CONFERENCE
PORTUGAL‑MOZAMBIQUE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DIRECTORY 2017
CONFERENCE
Mota‑Engil Mozambique

Mota‑Engil Africa Mozambique attended
the event as an unavoidable company in
Mozambique’s corporate reality, and was
represented in the Associate Companies
panel by the company’s Director, Paulo

Pereira, also including the presence
of Álvaro Massinga (Sotux), Stewert
Sukuma (Stewert Sukuma) and Felisberto
Botão (Tatos Botão), with moderation by
Rodrigo Rocha, Manager at CCPM.
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MALAWI

WORK TO REHABILITATE

AND INCREASE
THE POWER OF DAM

MOTA‑ENGIL’S INTERVENTION IN THE NKULA DAM PROVES TO BE
CRUCIAL TO THE COUNTRY’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

MALAWI

ota‑Engil, in a consortium with
Anditz Hydro GmBh, a company
based in Austria, signed an
agreement with the Millennium Challenge
Account Malawi for the rehabilitation and
power increase of the Nkula dam, located
in Malawi.

M

The contract is part of a programme
promoted by the Millennium Challenge
Corporation, representing the United States
of America, to provide funding for works to
reduce poverty through economic growth
in Malawi. The Malawian Government’s
representation is ensured by the
Millennium Challenge Account Malawi.
This project integrates a set of six lots with
interventions in several infrastructures
related to the production and transmission
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of energy, with allocated funding of
350 million dollars. This contract has
a value of 45 million dollars, shared
between the members of the consortium,
Andritz Hydro (37 million dollars) and
Mota‑Engil (8 million dollars).
The Nkula dam was built in the sixties
and was the target of an intervention in
the eighties to build a second circuit with
water intake and an energy production
plant, with the circuits then being known
as Nkula A and Nkula B.
Field work began in February 2017,
with completion of the work scheduled
for July 2018.
The contract is governed by the Fidic
Yellow Book (Plant and Design‑Build)

conditions and, therefore, the projects
for facilities and mechanical equipment
and the projects for rehabilitation
of the reinforced concrete structures
are the responsibility of the contractor.
Mota‑Engil Africa assigned to the Technical
Department – Structures and Architecture
the preparation of multiple projects, within
the scope of civil construction, which were
approved in sequence by the oversight
without significant comments, showing
the considerable technical capability
of the team responsible for the project.
Other components not included in the initial
contract, such as the concrete transition
tunnel between the water intake and the
mining tunnel section, are being targeted
for structural analysis to ascertain the need
for rehabilitation intervention.

THE INTERVENTION
IN THIS AGREEMENT
INCLUDES:
WATER INTAKE

Replacement of equipment
– trash rack and stop logs;
Rehabilitation works
and strengthening of the
reinforced concrete;
Execution of a cofferdam,
creating the required
conditions for dry work in
the water intake, maintaining
the reservoir’s usual level
in order for Nkula B to stay
in operation during the
intervention on Nkula A.
SUBSTATION

Out of the multiple projects, the
rehabilitation of the reinforced concrete
in the water intake and in the cofferdams
stands out, with the upstream cofferdam
— water intake — being especially
noteworthy.
The cofferdam project provides for a
landfill prism with a curtain of secant
piles in simple concrete as a watertight
curtain (411 piles with a total length
of 5,750 m), installed away from the
water intake.
The execution of the works under the
contract have contributions from several
companies in the Mota‑Engil Group,
including:
MOTA‑ENGIL ENGENHARIA
E CONSTRUÇÃO (PORTUGAL)
• P roject for the rehabilitation of
structures and projects for cofferdams –
Technical Department – Structures and
Architecture
• Execution of geotechnical surveys in
reservoirs (barge) – Geotechnics Branch

MOTA‑ENGIL CONSTRUCTION AFRICA
•M
 ota‑Engil Angola
-E
 xecution of concrete piles – with
team provided by the Foundations
and Geotechnics branch;
-E
 xecution of samples to strengthen
the generators’ foundation;
-E
 xecution of injections in cracks
in the existing reinforced concrete
structures.
•M
 ota‑Engil Africa – Mozambique
- Rental of equipment and tools for the
concrete piles, whose collaboration
has been critical for the good
performance seen so far.

Full replacement of the
existing substation, which
includes reinforced concrete
and equipment.
ENERGY PRODUCTION PLANT

Full replacement of the
equipment and facilities;
Rehabilitation of the structure
and finishes;
Strengthening of the
reinforced concrete
supporting the three
generators;
Execution of downstream
cofferdam.

In this sense, the synergies generated
between the various specialised
branches of the Mota‑Engil Group,
by leveraging acquired experience and
creating value, increasing the curriculum
of these multiple internal structures, has
proven to be a winning option and an
example to follow.
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AFRICA

UGANDA

MOTA‑ENGIL AFRICA

ATTENDED A MINING
SECTOR EVENT
"MINERALS: KNOCKING ON THE DOOR TO CREATE ECONOMIC
TRANSFORMATION IN UGANDA" WAS THE TOPIC OF THE CONFERENCE.

UGANDA

At the conference,
improvements were
analysed to foster a more
attractive economic
environment for foreign
investment.
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Seeking to foster and attract investment
for the mining and oil sector in Uganda,
the Chamber of Mines and Oil of
Uganda promoted a high‑level conference
under the topic of "Minerals: Knocking
on the door to create an economic
transformation in Uganda".

Attentive to the market’s opportunities
and committed to contributing to
Uganda’s development, Mota‑Engil
Africa was present at the conference
as an exhibitor, showing its interest,
ability and know‑how about the mining
industry in Africa.

At the conference, improvements
were analysed to foster a more
attractive economic environment for
foreign investment and to promote
competitiveness in the Ugandan economy
through this high‑potential sector.

Several government officials and
private operators attended the
conference, including the presidential
office, along with the main investors
interested in developing the mining
sector in Uganda.

SÃO TOMÉ AND PRÍNCIPE

INAUGURATION
IN VILA DE RIBEIRA AFONSO
Project aims to improve the water supply
to the populations.
INAUGURATION CEREMONY
in Vila de Ribeira Afonso

After completing the work for Water
Supply to Vila de Ribeira Afonso, the
inauguration ceremony was conducted
and presided by the Prime Minister
of São Tomé and Príncipe, Patrice
Émery Trovoada.
The construction work performed by
Mota‑Engil Africa, with a contractual
value of USD 3.6 million, deserved
express praise from the Government

of São Tomé and Príncipe due to the
quality recognised in the execution
of the project that will enable
leveraging the region’s socio‑economic
development, improving the quality
in the supply of water, which was thus
far causing disease.
The execution of this work included
the construction of a reservoir with a
capacity for 550,000 litres of water.

´
S. TOME ´ AND PRINCIPE

SÃO TOMÉ AND PRÍNCIPE

MOTA‑ENGIL BUILDING
THE FIRST LUXURY ECO‑RESORT
The hotel will have a five‑star rating.
Mota‑Engil is working on the
first luxury eco‑resort in the
island of Príncipe, with a contract
value of EUR 9 million.
This will be the first hotel in the
context of the development of
sustainable tourism in Príncipe,
an island categorized by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
as a world biosphere reserve.

a pool, a bar, a restaurant and houses
for the managers.

CONSTRUCTION
OF THE LUXURY ECO‑RESORT
São Tomé and Príncipe

It was considered a work of great
logistical complexity, since it was
necessary to purchase materials from
several countries, such as Portugal,
France, Indonesia and Canada, among
others. However, the importance of
this hotel development should be
noted, since it will create multiple jobs
for the island’s natives and promote
sustainable tourism in the region.

The five‑star hotel will have 15 rooms
in prefabricated 70-square‑metre tents,
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AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

MOTA‑ENGIL ZIMBABWE

A REFERENCE COMPANY IN
THE MINING SECTOR
IN A COUNTRY WITH HIGH GROWTH POTENTIAL IN THE MINING SECTOR,
THE COMPANY PROMOTES SOLIDARITY AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.

Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe, currently focusing
on the development of the mining
contract in Hwange, has been recognised
in the country as a reference company
in this sector, one in which it has shown
the ability to act despite the sometimes
complex challenges.
With Zimbabwe being a country with
great potential for the development
of the Mining Sector, which grew by
4% in revenue in 2016 vis‑à-vis 2015,
Mota‑Engil has been present in the
sector’s most relevant forums, such
as the 78th Annual Meeting of the
Chamber of Mines, where Mota‑Engil
was praised by the Minister of Finance
and by the Minister of Mines for the
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outcome of the activity the company has
been developing in Hwange. However,
where the company sponsored Gold,
Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe was represented
by its Managing Director, Blake Mhatiwa,
its Production Director, Jorge Oliveira
Santos, its Project Manager in Hwange,
João Leitão, and its head of Institutional
Relations, Lynnet Manikai.
In order to accompany the market’s
development, Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe also
attended the MINE‑ENTRA (Mining,
Energy and Transport) fair held in
Bulawayo, with the company having
a stand which received many visiting
participants who wanted to know the
company’s activity in greater detail.

ZIMBABWE

A CARING COMPANY
Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe close to the communities where it operates.

RURAL COMMUNITY OF
CHACHACHUNDA
Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe

Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe, in line with
Mota‑Engil Group’s culture of solidarity,
has been promoting a policy of social
responsibility in closeness with the
communities where it operates.
Thus, and seeking to help the rural
community of Chachachunda, near the
town of Hwange, an area usually dry and
which lacks drinking water, the company
supported the project to assemble a
borehole, a very important process for
the population’s quality of life, making
this a noble cause for the community
where we operate and from which some

of the company’s workers come.
In addition to this support, which is
extremely relevant to this community,
Mota‑Engil participated in the annual
event remembering the mining accident
that occurred in 1972 in Kamandama,
an event in which, once again,
the company was present to support
the local community. Now being a
time when there is an imperative need
to implement good safety practices
in this sector, Mota‑Engil also stands
out in the country in this regard due
to the OHSAS international certification
received in 2016.

ZIMBABWE

A WOMAN IN MINING:
BREAKING THE BARRIERS
Sylvia is a front loader and weighbridge operator
in the Chaba project.
In Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe, there is gender
equality in opportunities, and Sylvia Olivia
Dube is a good example in a sector where
men are still the majority.
Born and raised in the mining town of
Hwange, Sylvia had a childhood passion
for mines. After finishing school, Sylvia
pursued a profession that was considered
safe and more feminine by becoming a
teacher. However, this did not put an end
to her childhood passion or to the dream
of working in mining.
Thus, she moved to South Africa to get
training, she obtained her license and

returned to her hometown of Hwange,
where she joined Mota‑Engil Zimbabwe
as a pioneer woman among men. Very
confident in her work, she integrated very
well and is admired by many for entering
a male‑dominated field. Determination,
passion and strength to pursue
opportunities can lead anyone to make
their childhood dreams come true. Being
a mother, we hope Sylvia takes advantage
of her example and also incentivises her
children to follow their dreams. We are
proud to have Sylvia on our team, and
we hope to have many more women
in mining and in other sectors, such
as construction.

SYLVIA OLIVIA DUBE
Front loader and weighbridge
operator
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LATIN AMERICA

MEXICO

MILESTONE IN THE

LOCAL DEBT MARKET
MOTA‑ENGIL MEXICO GETS 103.3 MILLION DOLLARS
IN THE MEXICAN STOCK MARKET.

he consortium formed by
Mota‑Engil Mexico was
selected by the Secretariat
of Communications and Transport (SCT)
for the service provision agreement
under the new Law on Public‑Private
Partnerships for the rehabilitation and
conservation of the non‑toll road section,
Coatzacoalcos‑Villahermosa, located
between the states of Veracruz and
Tabasco, in the Gulf of Mexico.

T

ONE OF THE FIRST IN THE NEW
GENERATION OF PPAS IN THE COUNTRY
Located in the southeast of the country,
the Coatzacoalcos‑Villahermosa road has an
extension of 134.3 km, linking two major
cities in the region and 6 of the 15 central
corridors of the Mexican Republic.
The section is divided into 11 segments
with 15 performance requirements needing
to be met in each segment.
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The project, structured under the
Public‑private Association (PPA) framework,
consists of the initial rehabilitation,
conservation and maintenance of the
road section. The PPA agreement’s value
is 4,574 million MXN (plus VAT), paid
in fixed monthly payments, monthly
indexed to inflation. The PPA contract has
a 10-year duration (2 years of rehabilitation
and 8 years of conservation).
The project is the first awarded by the SCT
under the PPA Law for rehabilitation and
conservation. According to this new law,
the values required by the SCT to fulfil its
payment obligations become included in
the Federal Expenditure Budget.
MILESTONE IN THE LOCAL DEBT
MARKET
The consortium began assembling
the financing through the issuance

of certificates in the stock market
backed by the project’s future flows
for an amount of USD 103.3 million and
for a period of approximately 9.2 years.
This is the first securitisation
in the Mexican market for an
infrastructure project under the new
Law on Public‑Private Partnerships.
The transaction includes construction
risk, which represents a strategic
milestone and a new asset class
in the local debt market.
In the process of structuring, Mota‑Engil
Mexico was advised by CitiBanamex
as an intermediate positioning and
structuring agent, as well as by MTH
Capital Partners as a structuring agent.
The law firm of Nader, Hayaux & Goebel
participated as legal consultant. The
issue with Invex as fiduciary issuer

MILESTONE IN THE
mexican stock market

MEXICO

1

and with Monex Casa de Bolsa as the
bondholders’ joint representative.
RATED "AAA" BY THE MOST
RESPECTED RATING AGENCIES
AROUND THE WORLD
The issue obtained the rating of "AAA"
from Fitch, S&P and HR Ratings,
based on the following aspects: (i) the
development of highly specialised but
low‑complexity works, (ii) the consortium
is composed of companies with relevant
experience in the sector, (iii) the flow
of income is stable, in addition to a solid
source of payment, and (iv) a suitable
and guaranteed debt structure.
THE COUNTRY’S MAJOR
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
SURPASSED THE ISSUE’S DEMAND
The issue was completed successfully in
the Mexican Stock Exchange, obtaining

103.3 million dollars, with investor
demand representing 106% the value of
the offer. The most prominent investors,
among which were the country’s main
pension funds, such as Afore Banamex
and Afore XXI, acquired securities.
The implied spread below 200 bp
in relation to MBono23 (public debt),
resulting in a nominal fixed rate of
8.9%, shows a high confidence in the
shareholder structure, especially taking
into account that the consortium’s
partners had, until then, no presence
in the local securities market, in addition
to this being the first issue in the local
market with construction risk since
the beginning of the project.

COATZACOALCOS-VILLAHERMOSA
ROAD

134.3 Km
Extension

MXN $ 4,574 MM
Agreement’s value

10 Years

Contract duration

1
João Parreira, CEO of Mota‑Engil Latin America.
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SIERVO DE LA NACIÓN

MOTORWAY

THE LARGEST ROAD PROJECT IN 2017.

ota‑Engil Mexico has
ongoing the construction
of the city road Siervo de la
Nación, which is part of the mobility
plan associated with the New Airport
of the City of Mexico, consisting on the
construction of a 14.5 km road, 90% of
which consist of an overpass composed
of four lanes.

M

The project represents an investment
of over 450 million dollars (8.5 billion
MXN) and will be open to the public
in the second half of 2018.
RELEVANCE OF THE PROJECT
One of this project’s aspects with
the most added value will be the
connection between the third stage of
the Naucalpan‑Ecatepec motorway with
phase 1 of the Mexiquense Outer Circuit
motorway and Mexico‑Tepexpa road,
thus increasing the speed of operation
in city areas with high population
density and heavily congested roads.
The work will smooth the circulation
of vehicles, improving travel times,
making the movements of millions
of users travelling in this road safer
and faster.
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INNOVATION AND STATE‑OF‑THE‑ART
TECHNOLOGY
For this large project, materials with
the highest quality were selected, as
were the technology and construction
techniques with the highest standards that
differentiate Mota‑Engil around the world.
To show this, Rui Bibi, head of the
foundations area, commented that "the
safety and the efficiency of the works
are crucial values. For this reason, and
in order to adapt the solution for the
foundations to the geological conditions,
as well as to the geometric constraints
of particularly demanding surroundings,
along with the construction period, the
solution of placing precast piles was
selected. This technique enables, among
other aspects, to move less material,
work with light and high‑productivity
equipment, and apply the technology
of Jet piles during the construction work.
The spaces authorised for the execution
of the work require that around 8 km
be located next to the bank of the Great
Channel. The projected structure consists
of a deck with an average length of
30 metres, supported by pairs of columns
that impart the load coming from the

superstructure to the deep foundation
system. All components are made
of reinforced concrete and, in the case
of the deck, are also prestressed.
On the other hand, Mota‑Engil shows
its capability and solid experience, facing
the challenge and the complexity of the
project due to the subsidence of the land
and to the fact that it is a few meters

from the bank of the channel. Thus,
a foundation system was adopted, capable
of ensuring the geotechnical design criteria
during the construction work, using the Jet
pile technique, whose benefits enabled not
only to destroy the material directly under
the tip of the piles showing anomalous
operation, but also to drill without a
depth limit in order to work with ranges
of variable diameter of destruction
(100 to 250 mm) with pressured water jet
and to add small stimuli to the system
to observe its response until the support
recovers its normal movement.
FINANCIAL CLOSE OF 2017’S LARGEST
ROAD PROJECT
The project’s financial close is also
a milestone, due to the complicated
conditions of the financial market, taking
into account the international framework.
However, the project managed to obtain
over 320 million dollars (MXN 6 billion)
in credit in the local market, with a debt
on equity structure of 75/25.
From the socioeconomic perspective,
it shoul be noted that, during the
construction period, over 1,000 direct
jobs and over 500 indirect jobs will be
generated, representing an important
source of income for the families living
in the State of Mexico, in Mexico City
and in the neighbouring states.
The company continues to strengthen
and diversify its activity in Mexico, being
awarded the exploitation and maintenance
of the road for a period of 46 years.

The project represents
an investment of over
450 million dollars and
will be open to the public
in the second half of 2018.
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MOTA‑ENGIL MEXICO
ACKNOWLEDGED

AS A COMPANY FREE FROM
EDUCATIONAL BACKWARDNESS
THE "BUILDING MY FUTURE" PROGRAMME ENABLED EMPLOYEES
WHO WANTED TO FINISH THEIR BASIC EDUCATION TO DO SO.

In a partnership with the National
Institute for Adult Education
(Instituto Nacional para a Educação
de Adultos – INEA) and with the
Secretariat for Public Education
(Secretaria de Educação Pública – ISEP),
the programme "Building my Future"
was created, focusing on the professional
promotion and development of
the workers.
With the sponsorship of private lessons,
provision of school supplies and
flexibility of working and education
hours, interested employees from the
central offices participated in study
circles – Iaccompanied by tutors and
specialised training – Ito present their
basic education exams.
With that, in addition to successfully
completing their studies, the offices of
Mota‑Engil Mexico were awarded by INEA
and SEP with the recognition of being
a Company Committed to the Education
of its Workers and certified as a company
free from educational backwardness.
74
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The company’s Chief Executive
Officer, Carlos Martins, mentioned that
"our goal – Ibeing a socially responsible
company – Iis to provide all our workers
with opportunities for education and
progress, enabling them to enrich
their lives, not only at work, but also
personally, cultivating new talents

and experiences, such as the completion
of their studies".

1
Carlos Martins, CEO of Mota‑Engil Mexico.

MEXICO

MOTA‑ENGIL MEXICO
WE ARE ONE STRENGTH
Mota‑Engil Mexico and its employees directly involved
in the effort to rescue and support the earthquake victims.

With a great showing
of solidarity, over 1,678
supplies were collected
and channelled through
entities for humanitarian
assistance and rescue,
as well as through the
national network of the
Mexican Red Cross for
Oaxaca, Chiapas, Puebla,
Morelos and Mexico City.
Showing unity and teamwork, over
400 employees from all offices and
construction works of Mota‑Engil Mexico
made monetary and in‑kind donations to
support the victims of the earthquakes
that occurred in the country. With a great
showing of solidarity, over 1,678 supplies
were collected and channelled through
entities for humanitarian assistance and
rescue, as well as through the national
network of the Mexican Red Cross for
Oaxaca, Chiapas, Puebla, Morelos and
Mexico City.
At the same time, Mota‑Engil Mexico
joined efforts with the governmental
and municipal authorities to provide
all of its experience and available
resources to promptly respond to the

work required to rebuild the country.
Thus, within the actions taken,
emphasis goes to the contribution of
several types of heavy machinery, such
as backhoes, excavators, tractors and
trucks to help with the rescue work,
and with the removal and transport of
debris. Similarly, as part of our added
value, we evaluated the buildings
in risk of collapse and carried out
the demolition of structures where
necessary, such as the communities
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec and
Ocuilán, the areas most affected
by the earthquake.
It should be noted that the programme
included the preparation of the Bordo
Poniente IV landfill, whose capacity

is of 450,000 m3 across 55 hectares,
to receive and house tonnes of debris
from the earthquakes.
Additionally, in terms of the safety
of the company’s workers, immediate
assistance was given through a direct
permanent line to support them in
anything they needed, with the team
specialising in structures checking the
homes of their colleagues and respective
families who so desired, to establish
safety recommendations and parameters.
Actions such as these not only attest
Mota‑Engil Mexico’s solid commitment
to society, but also show that, together,
we do great things, and that, together,
we are one strength.
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MOTA‑ENGIL PERU
SIGNS CONTRACT

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF NANAY BRIDGE
THE WORK WILL LAST FOR 26 MONTHS,
WITH A DELIVERY DATE OF JULY 2020.
n September, Mota‑Engil Peru
was selected to execute the
project of the Nanay Bridge
and access overpasses, which form
section I of the Bellavista, Mazán,
Salvador, Estrecho road, located
in the district of Punchana, province
of Maynas, Loreto department. The
public tender was convened through
the Ministry of Transports and
Communications, in scope of the
Special Project for National Transport
Infrastructure (Provías Nacional). The
value of the work is USD 63,121,000.00.

I

PERU

The project will benefit
over 120 thousand
inhabitants of the Amazon,
reinforcing its integration
with multiple communities
on the border with
Colombia, in addition
to providing users with
a safe and efficient means
of transport.
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The project will be under the responsibility
of the Puentes de Loreto consortium, which
includes Mota‑Engil Peru. The work will
last for 26 months, with a delivery date
of July 2020.
The signing of the agreement took place
on 20 September, with the ceremony being
attended by the Minister of Transports and
Communications, Bruno Giuffra, the

Vice‑Minister of Transports, Rafael
Guarderas, the CEO of Provías Nacional,
Ricardo Bernales, and the legal
representative of the Puentes de Loreto
Consortium, Herberto Cárdenas.
The project will benefit over 120 thousand
inhabitants of the Amazon, reinforcing its
integration with multiple communities on
the border with Colombia, in addition to
providing users with a safe and efficient
means of transport which will contribute
to the economic and social integration of
the region, improving the accessibility of
the populations to the region’s centres of
consumption, generating better economic
yields, and contributing to the development
and integration with the rest of the country.
To that effect, the Minister of Transports
and Communications, Bruno Giuffra, said
that this important work, which is now
becoming a reality after nearly 15 years of
anticipation among the local populations,
will help to consolidate the commercial

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

USD 63.1 Million
Budget of Project

26 Months
Deadline

1

1
Contract Signature,
with the participation of the Minister
of Transports and Communications.

exchange among the populations
of the region.
The goal of the project is to carry out the
Wind Tunnel Test in Phase I and the Cable
Bridge, Overpasses and access ramps
of both banks in Phase II.
The first phase includes the preparation of
the wind tunnel test and the implementation
of results for the cable‑stayed bridge. Among
the project’s most relevant works are the

COMPONENT

execution and testing of the design model,
the development, instrumentation and
testing of the full aeroelastic model
and the preparation of the technical report.
A period of nine months is expected to carry
out these tasks.
The second phase includes the execution
of the activities related to the work’s civil
construction. The construction of the bridge
over the Nanay River, the overpasses and the
access ramps.

OF

A

TYPE

Nanay Bridge

Pillar P27

Pillar P28

Tethered

Right bank overpass

Buttress E1

Pillar P27

Continuous Beam

1,184.00

Left pass overpass

Pillar P28

Buttress E2

Continuous Beam

319.90

Slip road to the right bank

Av. La Marina

Buttress E1

SMR Wall

215.50

Slip road to the left bank

Buttress E2

Santo Tomas

SMR Wall

126.50

TOTAL (m)

LONGITUDE (m)
437.60

2,283.50
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THE BEST OPERATOR
IN PERU
Three employees of Mota‑Engil Peru among the best
in the country.
Three representatives from Mota‑Engil
Peru participated in the contest for the
Best Operator of Heavy Equipment in
Peru, an event with over 2,100 operators.
After qualifying without issues in the
two first stages of the contest, our three
representatives reached its final phase, where
two were finalists and one was among the ten
best competitors in the three categories.

CONTEST FOR THE BEST
OPERATO IN PERU
1º, 2º and 3º places

Fidel Cuno, representative in the "front
loaders" category, reached second place,
and Johnnatan Barreto, participating in
the "hydraulic excavators" category, placed
third. Hirwin Arzapalo ranked among the
ten best finalists and won recognition for
his participation.
MEP’s workers showed their skill in the
handling of heavy machinery, ranking
among the top in the country.

The final test was to demonstrate their
ability in handling heavy machinery.

PERU

MOTA‑ENGIL
ATTENDS PERUMIN
The 33rd Mining Convention was an opportunity for MEP
to strengthen partnerships and meet with investors
and business people.
Arequipa was the setting of the 33rd
Mining Convention – Perumin, the most
important mining event in Peru and one
of the largest in the world.
The conference, held every two years,
brought together the most important
domestic and international companies.
For five days, the convention was visited
by over 68,000 participants, among them
students, professionals and investors
from around the world.
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Mota‑Engil Peru attended once again,
with a stand that enabled proximity
with its customers, reinforcing
partnerships and meeting with investors
and entrepreneurs interested in the
company and in the services it provides.
Moreover, it was an opportunity
to reinforce the image of the MEP
brand and of the group.

PERUMIN
Staff of Mota‑Engil Peru

PERU

SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
Manuel António da Mota Foundation and Mota‑Engil Peru
join efforts in academic support for the children of employees
with fewer resources.
AWARD CEREMONY FOR
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME
Mota‑Engil Peru

The Manuel António da Mota Foundation
and Mota‑Engil Peru (MEP) hosted the
award ceremony for FMAM’s Scholarship
Programme in 2017. The programme aims
to support the children of MEP’s workers
with less economic resources toward
academic excellence in their college
and technical training.
In this opportunity, five scholarships
were awarded to students selected as
beneficiaries of the programme, four
college students and one scholarship
for technical studies, motivating them
to continue their studies and providing

them with greater economic tranquillity,
enabling them to focus on achieving their
professional goals. This ceremony was
attended by MEP’s Board of Directors and
by the programme’s evaluation committee.
During the ceremony, two scholarship
holders, who finished their studies
in 2015, shared their experience with
theparticipants.
FMAM and MEP expect the awarded
scholarships to help promote the students’
education and improve their future.

PERU

ASSOCIATION
OF GOOD EMPLOYERS
Mota‑Engil Peru renews certification.
Mota‑Engil Peru had its certification
by the Association of Good Employers
renewed due to its implemented
meritocracy policy, its compliance with
legal obligations and the continuous
execution of performance evaluation.

Additionally, the company was
acknowledged for promoting Training
and Career Plans that contribute directly
to the well‑being of its employees.

ASSOCIATION OF GOOD
EMPLOYERS
Peru

The company was acknowledged for promoting Training
and Career Plans that contribute directly to the well‑being
of its employees.
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AWARD CEREMONY
FOR THE 2016

MANUEL ANTÓNIO DA
MOTA FOUNDATION PRIZE
THE PRIZE SEEKS TO DISTINGUISH INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
AND ENCOMPASSES THE SCHOOL AND TEACHER CATEGORIES.

he award ceremony of the
Manuel António da Mota
Foundation Prize in Peru,
2016 Edition, took place in the city of
Abancay, Apurimac region. This activity
was attended by local authorities such as the
Regional Governor and the Regional Director
of Education, as well as by representatives
of nine finalist education institutions
and by the teachers who were finalists
for receiving the prize, accompanied
by their principals and students.

T

To carry out this contest, a cooperation
agreement was signed between
Manuel António da Mota Foundation,
Mota‑Engil Peru (MEP) and the Regional
Directorate of Education of Apurímac,
for the promotion of innovative projects
in the education institutions of the
region. Following the communication,
there was an overwhelming number of
applications from the eight Local Education
Management Units. In total, 59 applications
80

were submitted in the School category and
18 candidates in the Teaching category.
SCHOOL CATEGORY
In the School Category, there was a
tie between two education institutions with
the same name, but from different areas
of the region: school No. 54185 José Carlos
Mariátegui from Chincheros presented the
project called "Managing our risks for a safe,
health, eco‑efficient and welcoming school".
The project seeks to promote a healthy
lifestyle in the education community
through the implementation of welcoming
spaces enabling active participation by
the members of the education community
(principal, teachers, students, parents),
authorities, representatives from civil
society and other partners, seeking to
reduce the environmental and social risks
to which children are exposed, creating
a decisive factor in the improvement
of their learning and in the development
of positive attitudes.

The other winner was school José Carlos
Mariátegui of Abancay, which presented
the project "Entrepreneur students
looking to the future", which seeks
to strengthen, through project‑based
learning, the teachers’ management of
active methodologies and the promotion
of projects implementing research of their
cultural and natural environment, for
them to accompany the socio‑emotional
development and the strengthening of the
cultural identity of the students connected
to the project, which contributes to their
personal development in the family and
community environment.
TEACHING CATEGORY
Concerning the Teaching Category, teacher
Carmen Julia Medina Gutiérrez, from
school No. 54185 José Carlos Mariátegui
of Chincheros, was selected for the first
prize, because she is the main promoter
of the change of focus in a rural school
toward the Healthy School approach,

making it a welcoming school for students,
parents, teachers and for the wider
community. This approach contributed to
strengthen the interaction of teachers, who
understood the emotional development
as something that is crucial for the students
to learn, which was proven in the results
achieved in the evaluations carried out on
her students by the Ministry of Education.
The Manuel Ant nio da Mota Foundation
Prize in Peru seeks to recognise creativity,
innovation and good practices in
schools. In this edition, the winners of
the School Category, due to the tie, won
12,500 dollars each, an amount that will
be applied in the implementation of the
winning projects. In the teaching category,
the winner will receive the necessary
resources to carry out a specialisation
in education, which will enable her
to strengthen her knowledge and skills
as a teacher.

PERU

VISIT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE
TO MOTA‑ENGIL PERU
The visit provided an opportunity for the Secretary of State
to stay abreast of MEP’s projects.
In June, we were visited by Teresa
Ribeiro, the Portuguese Secretary
of State for Foreign A airs and
Cooperation, as well as by the new
Ambassador of Peru in Portugal,
Hilda Maritza Puertas Valdivieso de
Rodr guez, who visited the facilities
of Mota-Engil Peru (MEP), accompanied
by representatives from the Portuguese
Embassy.

MOTA‑ENGIL PERU
Nuno Figueiredo
and the Secretary of State,
Teresa Ribeiro

about the ongoing projects, as well as
about the importance of the transfer
of technology applied to our projects.
She also visited our headquarters,
accompanied by MEP s CEO, Nuno
Figueiredo, and by the remaining
Directors.

The Secretary of State held a meeting
with the members of the Board of
Directors of MEP, where she was told
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PARAGUAY

AT THE FOREFRONT
OF TECHNOLOGY
MOTA‑ENGIL IS PRESENT IN THE URBAN RENEWAL AND CONSTRUCTION
OF THE METROBÚS SYSTEM, USING THE MOST INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES.

o remain at the forefront
and go hand in hand with
the important historical
development in infrastructure that the
country is having, Mota‑Engil Paraguay
designed the models for the layout of the
metrobus and which meet the relevant
technical specifications to be used.

to guide urban revitalization processes
or to carry out new public works.
Their design is framed in the city’s
infrastructure networks to improve
its performance and usage, with the
ditches usually following the standards
of reorganization, urban registration,
sustainability and safety.

The technical ditches are commonly
used in the implementation of
infrastructure networks whose goal is

Additionally, one of the notable
advantages provided by the use of
this type of technology is the ability

T

PARAGUAY
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to avoid individualized construction of
infrastructure for telephone, cable‑TV or
power networks, among others. Instead,
power lines are reconfigured for all
networks converging on the Asunción
Metrobús corridor to be grouped in
a single ditch. The solution not only
enables space optimization, but also
enables the execution of the project
in technical and construction terms.
On the other hand, as a registered
trademark of our brand,
Mota‑Engil introduced, for the first
time in Paraguay, the use of pavers
with three vibrating rollers, model
Allen 255CD, to lay down a hard surface
capable of supporting BRT’s weight.
Likewise, as an example of our work’s
professionalism, we use Allen concrete
mixers, whose specific function is
paving large areas with speed, accuracy
and efficiency. Similarly, we minimise
interruptions to the paving process
by using premixed concrete, in order
to avoid any detail and/or deformation
in the support surface.

In this context of innovation and
professionalism, the President of
the Republic of Paraguay, Horacio
Cartes, accompanied by the Minister
of Public Works, Ramón Jiménez
Gaona, inaugurated the First National
Convention of the Construction
Industry (CONAINCO) and the Second
Exhibition of Public Works and
Infrastructure, where we presented
this amazing project’s breakthroughs
and achievements.
It is important to note that Mota‑Engil
began operating in Paraguay in 2016,
with the signing of the agreement
with the Ministry of Public Works
and Communications, with a value
of USD 64,429,862.00, for the design
and construction of the Metrobús, or
articulated rapid transit bus (BTR),
system between San Lorenzo and
Asunción. Currently, sections 2 and
3 – which are being built – have a total
length of approximately 11.5 km.

One of the notable
advantages provided
by the use of this type
of technology is
the ability to avoid
individualized construction
of infrastructure for
telephone, cable‑TV
or power networks,
among others.

1
Visit of the President of the Republic of
Paraguay, Horacio Cartes, accompanied by
the Minister of Public Works, Ramón Jiménez
Gaona to the Mota‑Engil's stand.
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ECB
ON TOP OF BRAZIL
Company ranked the 15th largest construction company.
ECB ON RANKING
Empresa Construtora Brasil (ECB), based
in Belo Horizonte, state of Minas Gerais,
and known in the market as "Brazil",
is a company founded 72 years ago,
and which, since 2012, has its founding
family and Mota‑Engil Group as its main
shareholders.
Supported by the growth observed
over the past few years, ECB rose to
15th place in the country in the ranking
of Brazilian construction companies

published in 2017, a remarkable
growth in a market that is continental
in size, being the fourth largest
construction company in the state
of Minas Gerais, although being the
second largest construction company
in the state in heavy construction, the
most representative business area in a
company mostly dedicated to building
roads, railways and other infrastructure
projects with large sizes and high
technical complexity.

The ranking may be checked at:
http://revistaoe.com.br/
premiacao‑ranking-2017

A remarkable growth in a market that is continental in size, being
the fourth largest construction company in the state of Minas Gerais.

BRAZIL

MAINTENANCE OF ROAD
FERNÃO DIAS (BR-381-SOUTH)
Concessionaire arteris hires ECB to execute 100% of the road's
maintenance.
FERNÃO DIAS
Road surface recovery works

ECB signed two agreements for road
maintenance with Auto Pista Fernão Dias,
a company from the Arteris Group of
concessionaires (Abertis and Brokfields).
The contracts add up to the amount
of BRL 316 million and include:
ROAD SURFACE RECOVERY:
• Reinforcement of the road surface;
• Milling and reconstitution;
• Recycling of the base;
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• Reconstruction of the road surface;
• Micro‑milling;
• Micro‑coating;
• Execution of drains.
ROAD SURFACE CONSERVATION:
• Emergency patching;
• Corrective patching;
• Sealing of cracks.

BRAZIL

ECB VISITS BUSINESS UNITS FROM THE
ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR IN PORTUGAL
Sharing of knowledge to leverage the Group’s business in Brazil
was the objective.
Empresa Construtora Brasil (ECB),
owned by the Mota‑Engil Group, develops,
since 1945, based on Minas Gerais, the
Engineering and Construction business in
Brazil, acting at the national level but also
in the environmental area through Consita.
As a "twin" company of Mota‑Engil, due
to a very similar story in its evolution as a
family‑based company in which Mota‑Engil
Group sees itself in terms of culture and
foundational values, ECB’s delegation
was welcomed to promote knowledge
sharing, exchange of experiences and
the potential for synergies between the
companies, which have been widely
promoted in Brazil.

It was with this objective of common
benefit that a visit by representatives
of ECB’s founding shareholder and by
technical staff from the company to
SUMA’s and EGF’s units was organised,
to show the good environmental practices
implemented throughout the past 20 years
in the waste sector in Portugal, the
existing technological advancement and
the high qualifications of the companies’
technicians, with Mota‑Engil’s subsidiaries
being a clearly good European example of
operational efficiency, from the collection
to the treatment and recovery of waste.

of the operational management
of landfills and the introduction
of concepts related to the circular
economy, and knowing about the
leadership position of SUMA and EGF
in Portugal in their areas of operation
and their technological leadership, visits
were organised to multiple companies,
where the techniques employed in waste
management through the years were
presented, as were methods for sorting,
treating and recovering waste, among
which were the ability to produce energy,
the energy recovery, as well as the
capture of biogas.

Recognising that there is a long way to
go in Brazil regarding the improvement

BRAZIL

RECOVERY OF THE FAÇADE
OF THE MUNICIPAL THEATRE
OF SÃO PAULO
PORTUGAL DAY
IN SÃO PAULO
Municipal Theatre
of São Paulo

Join action of EBC and Mota‑Engil, along with the Portuguese
Consulate in São Paulo.
In a joint action of the Portuguese
Consulate in São Paulo and of the
Portuguese Chamber of Commerce,
ECB carried out the recovery of the
façades of the Municipal Theatre
of São Paulo.
The action was coordinated by the
consulate, along with the City Council

of São Paulo, which, via Mayor João
Dória, has sought to align the companies’
actions to some of the needs of São Paulo.
In this very Theatre, Portugal day in
São Paulo was held and attended by the
President of the Republic of Portugal,
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, and by the
Prime Minister, António Costa.
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MOTA‑ENGIL COLOMBIA

BUILDING THE
GENERATIONS OF
TOMORROW

MOTA‑ENGIL RESPONSIBLE FOR LARGE PROJECTS THAT INCLUDE
THE RECOVERY AND CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE.
n August 2016, Mota‑Engil
Colombia was awarded two of
the largest school infrastructure
development projects in Colombia: the
construction of schools with a construction
area of 500,000 m2, with a contract value
of around 300 million dollars and
a deadline of 36 months.

I

The projects are part
of the Colombia la más
educada strategy, whose
primary purpose is to
position Colombia as the
country with the highest
rate of schooling in Latin
America in 2025.
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Mota‑Engil is also responsible for all the
phase prior to the construction, which
comprises the execution of each school’s
technical feasibility analysis, the execution
of the corresponding projects and designs,
and also the responsibility for obtaining
building licenses from the city councils.

The projects are part of the "Colombia
la más educada" strategy, whose primary
purpose is to position Colombia as the
country with the highest rate of schooling
in Latin America in 2025.

GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE
The projects will be developed in a
geographical area of around 221,550 km2,
about 2.5 times the area of Portugal.
Additionally, 50% of the construction
works will be executed simultaneously.

The size of the works under Mota‑Engil
Colombia’s purview include the construction
of schools, and the rehabilitation,
improvement and adaptation of existing
spaces, as well as the expansion of
classrooms, with the goal of implementing
the entire school cycle.

Group 1’s projects are located in the regions
of Eje Cafetero, Antioquia and Pacific,
including the departments of Antioquia,
Caldas, Cauca and Chocó; with the Group
3 Project for the Caribbean region, which
includes the departments of San Andrés,
Córdoba, Magdalena and Bolívar.

TURNKEY SOLUTION
Within the object of the contract,

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
As a result of the work carried out, we now

have 104 subscribed plots, representing
275,000 m2 of construction area and
55% of the total available value.
On 13 October, in the municipality
of El Retén, Department of Madgalena,
Governor Rosa Cotes and Minister
of Education, Yaneth Giha, carried out
the groundbreaking ceremony of the
educational infrastructure project that
will improve the facilities of San Juan
Bautista IED. The ceremony marked

the beginning of over 11 other educational
infrastructures that Mota‑Engil Colombia
will be in charge of designing and building
as part of the milestone contract signed
with the Ministry of Education.
In addition, it is estimated that, by
the end of this year, 70 schools will be
simultaneously undergoing construction.
All this shows the enormous capacity for
planning and coordination of Mota‑Engil

to deal with projects of this nature
and complexity.
Mota‑Engil is prepared to meet
the challenge, complying with
the highest standards of quality,
in addition to imprinting experience
and professionalism in all of it's work.
With this project, the Group reinforces it's
position as one of the leading companies
in Colombia’s construction industry.
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PORTUGAL

MOTA‑ENGIL BEGINS

ITS LARGEST TRAINEE
PROGRAMME EVER
THE INITIATIVE TOTALS 134 YOUNG PEOPLE FROM SEVERAL
NATIONALITIES WHO WILL BE INTEGRATED IN COMPANIES FROM
12 COUNTRIES WHERE THE GROUP OPERATES.

ith an initiative showing
vitality, strategic and
future‑facing thinking, the
promotion of career opportunities and
the rejuvenating of the company’s
personnel, Mota‑Engil welcomed
134 recently graduated young people,
who, this year, will integrate the 6th
edition of Start@ME, the Group’s
corporate trainee programme.

W

This year’s edition,
the sixth since the
programme was created,
is by far the largest
to date, concerning
the number of trainees
in the programme.
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After an extensive selection process,
and to symbolize the beginning of the
Programme, a welcoming session was
hosted in the auditorium of Manuel
António da Mota Foundation, in the city
of Porto. It was attended by the Chairman
of the Order of Engineers, Carlos Mineiro
Aires, by the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Mota‑Engil Group, António
Mota, by the Group’s CEO, Gonçalo Moura
Martins, and by several members of the
Executive Committee, such as Manuel
Mota, João Parreira, Ismael Gaspar and
Eduardo Pimentel, among other guests.

In an initiative in which, via multimedia
communication, all trainees in the
programme were present, across Porto,
Luanda and Mexico, it was possible
to get to know a few of the trainees’
dissertations regarding the future of
engineering, and the advice of directors
to the young people now embracing
a new challenge in their lives, in a
session that was sought to be open
to dialog, close among the member
of the organisation, and dynamic,
to generate the desired results of
strengthening relationships and fostering
organisational knowledge and culture.
For António Mota, Chairman of the
Mota‑Engil Group, this is an initiative
for "this new blood to bring us renewed
ambition. The company will provide them
with the best engineering expertise existing
right now, and those who have the desire
for an international experience also have
this open door to go abroad and get to
know new cultures and new challenges".

1

In his speech, Gonçalo Moura Martins,
the Group’s CEO, told the young people
about his professional growth path
in the Group, thinking back to how he
started as a lawyer, having then worked
in multiple departments and business
areas, attesting that "Mota‑Engil is the
best engineering company to work for".
"This initiative is crucial for the Group,
because it represents what it is preparing
for its future. There is a reciprocity
of goals and intentions for the future,
which will be an opportunity for those
who now join us and whom we address
the warmest welcome", said the CEO.
The Group’s Director in charge of Human
Resources, Eduardo Pimentel, noted
that "these moments are crucial to
continue perpetuating the Company,
and so we now hope to have a Start@ME
every year".
The Chairman of the Order of Engineers,
Carlos Mineiro Aires, addressed the

session’s key players, conveying to
them the importance of a solid academic
training and the need for permanent
commitment in their profession. Carlos
Mineiro Aires spared no compliments
to Mota‑Engil, noting that it is "a model
company, because currently, taking
a chance on over 100 young people is
remarkable and should be highlighted".
"Mota‑Engil is a company that exports
a brand of quality from the country",
he added.
START@ME PROGRAMME
The Start@ME Programme was first
started in 2009, and aims to respond to
the Group’s growth by attracting young
people with high potential from various
nationalities, with skills and a spirit of
leadership and ambition to embrace new
and defining challenges for the future.
This year’s edition, the sixth since the
programme was created, is by far the
largest to date, concerning the number
of trainees in the programme.

TRAINEES
WELCOMING SESSION
All trainees in the programme were
present, across Porto, Luanda and
Mexico, it was possible to get to know
a few of the trainees’ dissertations
regarding the future of engineering,
and the advice of directors to the young
people now embracing a new challenge
in their lives.

1
Trainees programme session was in the city
of Porto, in connection with the cities of Luanda
and Mexico and was attended by the Chairman
of the Board of Directors of Mota‑Engil Group,
António Mota and by the Group's CEO,
Gonçalo Moura Martins.
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Mota‑Engil is
the best engineering
company to work for.
This initiative
is crucial for the
Group, because
it represents
what it is preparing
for its future.

GONÇALO MOURA MARTINS
Group’s CEO
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Start@ME aims to promote the
alignment of these young talents with
the Group’s culture and values, and
their integration in the different markets
and different business units, providing
the opportunity of having a career
ina multinational company.

old, also believes she can provide the
Group with "views that are creative,
innovative and a little different.
In terms of technical expertise, I am sure
Mota‑Engil is at the forefront, but maybe
we have ideas that are a little different
from the usual ones".

DESTINATION
MARKETS

For Inês Pires, a civil engineer who
will be integrated into Valorsul, this
experience is being "very interesting
for understanding the multiple areas
existing in Mota‑Engil and the multiple
things we can do. The activities that
we have been developing are very
interesting, and some have even already
been pressuring, which is good to
prepare us for the job" Diogo Oliveira
is 23 years old, is a mechanical engineer
and decided to apply to Start@ME
because "I always wanted to work in a
large company where I could grow", he
says. Carolina Ferreira, who is 26 years

With this new edition of Start@ME,
Mota‑Engil shows an important
commitment to modernity and
generational renewal, seeking to always
be at the forefront of innovation, with
the best professionals.

Africa

Europe
Portugal
Ireland

Angola
Malawi
Mozambique
Rwanda
Uganda
Zambia

Latin America
Brazil
Colombia
Mexico
Paraguay

PORTUGAL

MOTA-ENGIL PUBLISHES
2016 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
The document was developed by the Human Resources and
Sustainability Strategy Corporate Centre and reveals the main
social and environmental initiatives of the group companies.
Mota Engil Group, via the Mota‑Engil
SGPS, S.A. holding, published the 2016
Sustainability Report to communicate the
cross‑cutting strategy and the commitment
to sustainability.
Mota‑Engil’s strategic development process,
based on growth, internationalisation and
diversification, does not fail to include
the need for a good performance in the
social and environmental areas. Thus,
the document conveys the diversity and
richness of the initiatives carried out by
the multiple companies, in the multiple
geographies where the Group is present.

This report is a very demanding work,
under the purview of the Human Resources
and Sustainability Strategy Corporate
Centre, which is very thankful for the
contributions of the multiple departments
from Mota‑Engil Group’s several
companies.

SUSTAINABILITY
2016 Report

Mota‑Engil's strategic
development process,
based on growth,
internationalisation
and diversification.

The 2016 Sustainability Report, published
in Portuguese, English and Spanish,
is available in digital format and can be
accessed on Mota‑Engil Group’s website,
at www.mota‑engil.pt.

PORTUGAL

CORPORATE TV
RENEWS ITS IMAGE
Corporate TV with approximately 50 terminals throughout
the world.
CORPORATE TV
Mota‑Engil

Mota‑Engil’s Corporate Television, with
around 50 terminals distributed across
Portugal, Angola, South Africa, Ireland,
Poland and Peru, renewed its layout to
give the channel a more modern image,
in line with the trends of multimedia and
digital communication, conferring greater
dynamism and relevance to the channel’s
video content, in addition to accompanying
the technological evolution required for
a platform with a few years of age.

In a project of the communication
corporate area, developed in July and
August, the new Corporate TV channel
began and is expected to be expanded
to additional geographies in order to
widely disseminate the Group’s culture
and values, as well as to communicate
the best of what the Group is doing
in the 28 countries where it is
currently present.
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A World of Inspiration

EUROPE

LATIN
AMERICA

EUROPE
PORTUGAL
Rua do Rego Lameiro, nº38
4300-454 Porto
Portugal
Rua Mário Dionísio, nº2
2799-557 Linda-a-Velha
Portugal
POLAND
Ul. Wadowicka 8 W
30-415 Kraków
Polska
SPAIN
Campus Tribeca
Carretera de Fuencarral
a Alcobendas, n.º 44,
Edifício 4 – B, n.º 21
Alcobendas – Madrid
España

AFRICA

AFRICA
CZECK REPUBLIC
Kavčí Hory Office Park,
Building A,
Silver tower, 5th floor
Na Hřebenech II 1718/10
Praha 4, 140 00
ˇ
Ceská
republika
IRELAND
Railway House
Station Road
Loughrea
Co. Galway
Ireland
UNITED KINGDOM
2 Fountain Court,
Victoria Square,
St. Albans,
AL1 3TF,
United Kingdom

ANGOLA
Rua Joaquim Cordeiro da Mata,
n.º 61-63
Bairro da Maianga – Luanda
Angola
MOZAMBIQUE
Edifício Milenium Park,
Avenida Vladimir Lenine,
n.º 179, 14.º/15.º andar
2284 Maputo
Moçambique

LATIN AMERICA
ZAMBIA
Incito Office Park
Reed Buck Road, 45/5B
Kabulonga – Lusaka
P.O. Box 320337
Woodlands – Lusaka
Zambia
ZIMBABWE
7, Routledge Street,
Milton Park, Harare
Zimbabwe

MALAWI
Nasra House – City Centre
P.O. Box 31379 – Lilongwe 3
Malawi

UGANDA
4, Upper Kololo Terrace
P.O. Box 8453 Kololo,
Kampala - Uganda

SOUTH AFRICA
66 Wierda Road East
Sandton 2146
Joanesburgo
South Africa

RWANDA
KG 415 Avenue,
Gate nº6, Gacuriro
P.O Box 2179
Kigali - Rwanda

CAPE VERDE
Rua S. Vicente, 63, 1.º andar,
Palmarejo 721 – Plateau – Praia
Cabo Verde

GUINEA CONAKRY
Pont Kaporo, Quartier Nongo
Commune de Ratoma
BP: 3273 Conakry (Guineé)

SÃO TOMÉ AND PRÍNCIPE
Av. Marginal 12 de Julho,
n.º 1011 – 167 São Tomé
São Tomé e Príncipe

IVORY COAST
Rue de la Cannebière,
Cocody Danga Résidence
Santa Maria 4 éme étage
01 B.P. 7361 ABJ 01
Côte d’Ivoire

MEXICO
Horacio 828 esq.
Tennyson
Col. Polanco Reforma
C.P. 11550
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
Cidade do México
México

CHILE
Avenida Vitacura 2736
Oficina 504.
Las Condes, Región
Metropolitana,
Santiago de Chile.
Código postal 7550000
Chile

PERU
Av. Nicolás Ayllón,
n.º 2634
Ate, Lima 3
Peru

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Avenida Winston
Churchill, esq. Calle
Andrés Julio Aybar
Torre Acrópolis, Piso 11,
Ens. Piantini,
Santo Domingo,
C.P. 10147
República Dominicana

BRAZIL
Rua Santa Catarina, 894
Bairro Lourdes – Belo
Horizonte M/G
CEP: 30170 - 080
Brasil
COLOMBIA
Carrera 11 A-87-81
Edifício Provenir Ofi.301
Bogotá DC
Colômbia
ARUBA
Koningstraat 86, unit 5
Oranjestad,
Aruba

PARAGUAY
Calle 22 de septiembre
221, esq. Calle Eligio
Ayala.
Primer piso,
oficinas 202 y 203
Asunción,
Paraguay

www.mota-engil.com
www.facebook.com/motaengil

linkedin.com/company/mota-engil

www.youtube.com/motaengilsgps

